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PREFÁCIO 

 
          O dicionário “Termos Académicos no Ensino Através 

de uma Abordagem Interdisciplinar” foi criado como 

preparação dos professores participantes no nosso projeto 

Erasmus+. Os nossos professores deram um grande 

contributo para a sua produção e a revisão foi realizada 

pelos professores de inglês.  

Este documento inclui um glossário sobre o ensino, e as 

palavras são mostradas por ordem alfabética, em classes 

de palavras (substantivo, verbo etc.), palavras compostas, 

pronúncia dos termos, os seus significados, exemplos 

(*frases de exemplo em itálico mostram como a palavra é 

usada em contexto) e a sua tradução em português (**). O 

nosso objetivo é ajudar os participantes a compreenderem 

os tópicos a abordar durante o curso estruturado, 

Erasmus+ KA 101 Mobilidade de Professores, permitir-lhes 

discutir e apresentar as suas ideias, desenvolver o seu 

pensamento crítico e criativo, refletir sobre o currículo 
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integrado e a abordagem interdisciplinar, de um modo mais 

eficiente e eficaz.  

         O site “Cambridge Dictionaries Online” foi usado 

como fonte para verificar os significados de muitas 

palavras, o seu uso em contexto e a pronúncia. A pronúncia 

das palavras usadas neste dicionário é baseada no 

alfabeto fonético inglês. 

          Apesar do esforço cuidadoso na preparação do 

nosso glossário, pode haver erros e esquecimento de 

palavras.  

Aguardamos os vossos comentários para futuras revisões 

e adições. 

          Obrigado a todos os que contribuíram para a 

elaboração deste glossário. 
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FOREWORD 

 

The dictionary "Academic Terms in Teaching Through an 

Interdisciplinary Approach" was created as a preparation of 

the participating teachers in our Erasmus+ project. Our 

teachers made a great contribution to its production and the 

revision was carried out by the English teachers.  

This document includes a glossary on teaching, and the 

words are shown alphabetically, in word classes (noun, 

verb etc.), compound words, pronunciation of the terms, 

their meanings, examples (*example sentences in italics 

show how the word is used in context) and their translation 

into Portuguese (**). Our aim is to help participants 

understand the topics to be covered during the structured 

course, Erasmus+ KA101 Teachers’ Mobility, enable them 

to discuss and present their ideas, develop their critical and 

creative thinking, reflect on the integrated curriculum and 
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the interdisciplinary approach in a more efficient and 

effective way.  

         The Cambridge Dictionaries Online website was used 

as a source to check the meanings of many words, their use 

in context and pronunciation. The pronunciation of the 

words used in this dictionary is based on the English 

phonetic alphabet. 

          Despite careful effort in preparing our glossary, there 

may be errors and forgotten words. We are waiting for your 

comments for future revisions and additions. 

         Thank you to everyone who contributed to the 

preparation of this glossary. 
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PRONOUNCIATION TABLE (Tabela de pronunciações) 

CONSONANTS (consoantes) 

SYMBOL 

(símbolo) 

KEY WORD 

(palavra -
chave) 

SYMBOL 

(símbolo) 

KEY WORD 

(palavra -
chave) 

b back /bæk/ ŋ sung/sʌŋ/ 

d dear  /dɪər/ p pace/peɪs/ 

ð they/ðeɪ/ r rain /reɪn/ 

dʒ Job /dʒɒb/ s sad/sæd/ 

f feel  /fiːl/ ʃ fishing /ˈfɪʃɪŋ/ 

g game/ɡeɪm/ t take /teɪk/ 

h hear/hɪər/ tʃ cheer /tʃɪər/ 

j yet/jet/ θ thing/θɪŋ/ 

k key v view/vjuː/ 

l less/les/ w were/wɜr/ 

m sum /sʌm/ z zebra/ˈzebrə/ 

n sun/sʌn/ ʒ pleasure/ˈpleʒər 
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PRONOUNCIATION TABLE (Tabela de pronunciações) 

VOWELS (vogais) 

SYMBOL 

(símbolo) 

KEY WORD 

(palavra -chave)) 

SYMBOL 

(simbolo) 

KEY WORD 

(palavra -chave)) 

æ bad/bæd/ eɪə player/ˈpleɪər/ 

ɑ calm /kɑːm/ ə about/əˈbaʊt/ 

p pot/pɒt/ əʊ phone /fəʊn/ 

aɪ bite/baɪt/ əʊə lower/ˈləʊər/ 

aʊ now/naʊ/ ɜː bird/bɜːd/ 

aɪə fire /faɪər/ i pretty/ˈprɪti/ 

aʊə tower /taʊər/ i: sheep/ʃiːp/ 

ɔː caught /kɔːt/ ı ship/ʃɪp/ 

ɔɪ boy /bɔɪ/ ɪə ear/ɪər/ 

ɔɪə employer/ɪmˈplɔɪ

ər/ 

uː boot/buːt/ 

e bed/bed/ ʊ put/pʊt/ 

eə there/ðeər/ ʊə poor /pʊə/ 

eɪ cake/keɪk/ ʌ up /ʌp/ 
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Glossary 
A 

ability /əˈbɪləti/ noun. The physical or 

mental skill or qualities that you need to do 

something. *He had the ability to explain 

things clearly.   **Capacidade   

able (be able to do sth)/ˈeɪbl/ noun. To 

have the ability to do something or the 

possibility of doing something.    *He'll be able to help you.    

**Capaz 

above /əˈbʌv/ adverb, preposition. In or to a higher 

position than something else. *"There's a mirror above the 

washbasin. I could hear music coming from the room 

above."  ** Acima   

absence /ˈæbsəns/noun. A time when you are not in a 

particular place. *Lisa will be acting as manager in Phil's 

absence (= while Phil is not here). ** Ausência   

absolutely /ˌæbsəˈluːtli/adverb . Completely *The food 

was absolutely delicious. **Absolutamente   

abstract /ˈæbstrækt/ adjective.  Relating to ideas and 

not real things. *You can say “abstract like the air, love or 

patience” ** Abstrato 
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academic / æk.əˈdem.ɪk / adjective. Relating to schools, 

colleges, and universities, or 

connected with studying and 

thinking, not with practical 

skills.  ** Académico  

academic performance

 /ˌækəˈdemɪk 

pəˈfɔːməns/noun. How 

successful someone or 

something is in education. 

*Our academic performance 

is the success of our learners.  

** Desempenho académico   

accept /əkˈsept/ verb. To agree to take something that 

is offered to you. *Please, accept my advice to visit a castle 

in Prague.  **Aceitar   

access /ˈækses/noun. The right or opportunity to use 

or see something. *Children should be prevented from 

accessing bad content sites. ** Acesso 

accessibility /əkˌses.əˈbɪl.ə.ti/noun. The fact of 

being able to be reached or obtained easily. *Two new 

roads are being built increase accessibility to the town 

centre. ** Acessibilidade  
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accomplish /əˈkʌmplɪʃ/ verb. To succeed in doing 

something good. *I feel as if I've accomplished nothing all 

day.  ** Realizar / Conseguir 

according to /əˈkɔːdɪŋtuː/preposition. As said by someone 

or shown by something. *According to our records, she was 

absent last Friday. ** De acordo com  

accurate /ˈækjərət/adjective.   Correct or exact, 

accurate information/measurements. *She was able to 

give police a fairly accurate description of the man.   

**Exato / Preciso 

accuse /əˈkjuːz/verb.  To say that someone has done 

something bad. *He was falsely accused of murder.   

 ** Acusar  

achieve/əˈtʃiːv/verb. To succeed in finishing something 

or reaching an aim, especially after a lot of work or effort.  

*She finally achieved her ambition to visit South America.      

**Conseguir /Atingir  

achievement/əˈtʃiːvmənt/noun. Success in doing 

something good, usually by working hard. *You get 

such a sense of achievement when you finish the course.    

**Sucesso / Êxito      

acknowledge /əkˈnɒlɪdʒ/verb. To accept that something 

is true or exists [ + (that)] * He acknowledged that there was 

a problem. ** Reconhecer  
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acquire/əˈkwaɪər/verb. To get something. *I managed to 

acquire a copy of the report.  ** Adquirir  

acquisition/ˌækwɪˈzɪʃən/ noun. The process of learning or 

getting something.  *Children's acquisition of language is 

very important. ** Aquisição   

act/ækt/ verb. To behave in a particular way. *Stop acting 

like a child!  ** Atuar  

action/ˈækʃən/noun. Something that you do. *She has to 

accept the consequences of her actions.** Ação   

activity /ækˈtɪvəti/noun. A thing that a person or 

group does or has done. *It spurred me into activity. *There 

are lots of activities we can do to make children happy. 

 ** Atividade  

actually/ˈæktʃuəli/adverb. Used when you are saying what 

is the truth of a situation. *He didn't actually say anything 

important. **Na verdade/ Na realidade 

adapt/əˈdæpt/  verb. To change your behaviour so 

that it is suitable for a new situation. *It takes time to adapt 

to a new working environment. ** Adaptar   

administrator /ədˈmɪnɪstreɪtər/ noun. Someone who 

helps to manage an organisation. * We have three 

administrators in our school, they manage the school.  

** Administrador  
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admit/ədˈmɪt/verb. To agree that you did something bad, 

or that something bad is true. *I was wrong - I admit it.  

** Admitir   

adolescent/ˌædəlˈesənt/ noun. A young person who is 

between being a child and an adult. * He is an adolescent 

who understands real life easily. ** Adolescente  

  

advantage/ədˈvɑːntɪdʒ/noun. Something good about a 

situation that helps you. *One of the advantages of living in 

town is having the shops so near. ** Vantagem   

advise /ədˈvaɪz/verb. To make a suggestion about what 

you think someone should do or how they should do 

something.  *His doctor advised him to take time off work. 

** Aconselhar   

affect/əˈfekt/ verb. To influence someone or something, or 

cause them to change. *It's a disease which affects many 

older people. ** Afetar   

against/əˈɡenst/preposition. Disagreeing with a plan or 

activity. *Andrew wants to change offices but I'm against 

it. *There were 70 votes for the new proposal and 30 

against." ** Contra   

agreement/əˈɡriːmənt/ noun. A promise or decision made 

between two or more people. *We had an international 

agreement with our partner institutions abroad. ** Acordo  
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aim/eɪm/ noun. The purpose of doing something, and 

what you hope to achieve. *The aim of the film was to 

make people laugh. ** Objetivo 

air/eər/noun. The space above and around things. 

*He fired his gun into the air. * You can blow air into a 

balloon.  ** Ar  

aircraft /ˈeəkrɑːft/ noun. A vehicle that can fly. * Our 

flight is Airbus-320.  ** Avião  

alive/ılaıv/noun. To be alive.  * To be alive to breath.  

** Vivo  

amazing/əˈmeɪzɪŋ/adjective. Very surprising. * What they 

think about Valter Hugo Mãe book “O Remorso de Baltazar 

Serapião” is amazing.  *It's amazing how many people 

can't read.  ** Incrível / Fantástico   

ambiguous/æmˈbɪɡjuəs/ adjective. Having more than 

one possible meaning. *An ambiguous statement.  

** Ambíguo  

analogy/əˈnæl.ə.dʒi/ noun. A relationship of resemblance 

between two situations or people. *He drew an 

analogy between the brain and a vast computer. ** 

Analogia  
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analysis/əˈnæl.ə.sɪs/noun. The process of analysing 

something.          *a detailed analysis. *A sample of soil was 

sent for analysis.** Análise  

analyse/ˈænəlaɪz/verb. To 

examine the details of 

something carefully, in 

order to understand or 

explain it. *Blood samples 

were analysed in the 

laboratory. ** Analisar  

animation/ˌænɪˈmeɪʃən/noun. An animated film, or the 

process of making films computer animation. * My favourite 

animation film is Brave.  ** Animação  

announce/əˈnaʊns/verb. To tell people about something 

officially or with force or confidence. *The company has 

announced plans to open six new stores. ** Anunciar  

anxiety/æŋˈzaɪəti/noun. The feeling of being very worried. 

*That explains his anxiety about her health. ** Ansiedade  

anybody/ˈeniˌbɒdi/pronoun. Anyone. * Anybody can do 

this, it is very easy. ** Qualquer pessoa / Qualquer um  

app /æp/noun. A computer program that is designed for 

a particular purpose. * You can run an app on your PC that 

will find the files and burn them to a CD.  ** Aplicação 
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application/ˌæp.lɪˈkeɪ.ʃən/noun. An official request for 

something, usually in writing, * a letter of application

 internet. ** Aplicação  

apply /əˈplaɪ/ verb. To request something, usually 

officially, especially in writing or by sending in a form. *We 

applied new techniques. ** Aplicar   

appreciate/əˈpriːʃieɪt/ verb. To understand how good 

something or someone is and be able to enjoy them. 

*There's no point buying him expensive wines - he doesn't 

appreciate them. ** Apreciar   

approach/əˈprəʊtʃ/noun. A way of doing something. *There 

are new approaches on teaching preschool kids.  

** Abordagem  

appropriate /əˈprəʊ.pri. ət/adjective.  Suitable or right for 

a particular situation or occasion. * Is this film appropriated 

for small children? ** Apropriado    

approximately/əˈprɒksɪmətli/adverb. Close to a particular 

number or time although not exactly that number or time. 

*The college has approximately 700 students.   ** 

Aproximadamente   

area/ˈeəriə/noun. A region of a country or city a 

mountainous area.  *Rural areas in Portugal. ** Área   
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argue/ˈɑːɡjuː/verb. To speak angrily to someone, telling 

them that you disagree with them *My parents are 

always arguing about money. ** Discutir  

argument/ˈɑːɡjəmənt/noun. An angry discussion with 

someone in which you both disagree.

 They had an argument about who should do 

the cleaning.  ** Discussão  

arrival/əˈraɪvəl/ noun. An occasion when someone or 

something arrives somewhere. *There was a car waiting 

for him on arrival.  ** Chegada  

art/ɑːt/ noun, verb. The expression or application of human 

creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual form such 

as painting or sculpture, producing works to be 

appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional power. 

* Art is the most enjoyable work that preschool children 

have expressed themselves by having fun. ** Arte  

assess/əˈses/ verb. To make a judgement about 

the quality, size, value, etc of something. 

*The tests are designed to assess a child's reading skills.  

 ** Avaliar  

assessment /əˈses.mənt/noun. 

The act of judging or deciding the amount, value, quality, 

or importance of something, or 

the judgement or decision that is made. *Early childhood 

educators have some assessment. ** Avaliação  
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assist /əˈsɪst/ verb. To help *The army arrived to assist in the 

search. He's assisting the police with their investigation. 

**Assistir/ Ajudar  

assume /əˈsjuːm/ verb. To think that something is likely to 

be true, although you have no proof. *Everything 

was quiet when I got home so I assumed that you had 

gone out. **Assumir / Supor 

assumption/əˈsʌmʃən/noun. Something that you think is true 

without having any proof *People tend to make 

assumptions about you when you have a disability.  

 ** Suposição    

attach/əˈtætʃ/verb. To join or fix one thing to another. *She 

attached a photograph to her letter. **Anexar   

attack/əˈtæk/verb. To use violence to hurt or damage 

someone or something. *He was attacked and seriously 

injured by a gang of youths. ** Atacar  

attain/əˈteɪn/verb. To achieve something, especially after 

a lot of work. *He has attained the highest grade in 

his music exams. ** Atingir / Alcançar   

attend/əˈtend/ verb. To go to an event to attend a 

concert/meeting. * We are going to attend a structured 

course in both Prague and Helsinki. **Assistir / Participar  

attribute/ˈætrɪbjuːt/ noun. A quality or characteristic that 

someone or something has. *Her hair is her best attribute. 
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** Atributo  

attribute sth to sb phrasal verb with attribute /əˈtrɪbjuːt/verb. 

To say that someone wrote, said, or made something.  *This 

drawing has been attributed to Picasso. ** Atribuir algo a 

alguém 

authenticate/ɔːˈθen.tɪ.keɪt/ verb. To establish by proof. *He 

was asked to authenticate the documents. **Autenticar  

authority/ɔːˈθɒrəti/noun. The official power to 

make decisions or to control other people. *We need the 

support of someone in authority. **Autoridade  

autistic/ɔːˈtɪstɪk/adjective. Autistic people have a mental 

condition that makes them have problems with 

communicating and forming relationships.  *Autistic 

children can be given education in preschool ** Autista  

available/əˈveɪləbl/adjective. If something is available, you 

can use it or get it. *This information is available free on the 

Internet. ** Disponível  

average/ˈævərɪdʒ/adjective. Usual and like the most 

common type. *an average person ** Média   

aware of (to be aware of) /əˈweər/ noun.

 To know about something. *I am aware of my 

strengths and weaknesses. ** Ciente de  
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awareness /əˈweənəs/noun. The mental state of 

knowing about something. *Environmental awareness is 

increasing all the time. ** Sensiblização   

 

B 

background/ˈbækɡraʊnd/noun.  A person's education, 

family, and experience of life. * She came from a 

middle-class background. ** Contexto  

background information/ˈbækɡraʊnd ɪnfəˈmeɪʃən/noun. 

Information acquired through preliminary reading on a 

topic, usually in sources such as encyclopaedias or 

dictionaries, which provides the researcher with an 

overview of a topic  ıf you have background knowledge, 

you can write a book. ** Informação de base  

balance/ˈbæləns/ noun. The 

state of having your weight 

spread in such a way that you 

do not fall over.  * I lost my 

balance and fell off the bike.  

** Balanço / Equilíbrio       

base/beɪs/ noun.  The bottom 

part of something, or the part something rests on. *I felt a 

sharp pain at the base of my thumb. ** Base  
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behave /bɪˈheɪv/verb.  To do or say things in a 

particular way. * to behave badly/stupidly. *They are 

behaving like children.    **Comportar-se  

behaviour /bɪˈheɪvjər/noun. The way that you behave. * 

We want our students to have good behaviour.  

** Comportamento  

belief/bɪˈliːf/noun.  Something that 

you believe is true or real.  *We have personal beliefs, so 

just respect.  ** Crença   

believe /bɪˈliːv/ verb. To think that something 

is true, or that what someone says is true.*Do you believe 

me? I am telling the truth. ** Acreditar  

belong in/on/there/bɪˈlɒŋ/ verb. To be in the right place. 

*That chair belongs in the dining room. ** Pertencer    

benchmark/ˈbenʃmɑːk/ noun. A level of quality with 

which other things of the same type can be compared. * 

Her performance set a new benchmark for ballet dancing.

    ** Referência  

biodiversity/ˌbaɪ.əʊ.daɪˈvɜː.sə.ti/noun. The number and 

types of plants and animals that exist in a particular area or 

in the world generally, or the problem of protecting this.

  *A new National Biological Survey to protect 

species habitat and biodiversity. ** Biodiversidade   
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biological/ˌbaɪəˈlɒdʒɪkəl/adjective. Relating to the study of 

living things such as plants and animals biological 

sciences.  ** Biológico 

blame /bleɪm/ verb. To say or think that someone or 

something is responsible for something bad that has 

happened. *Many people blame him for Tony's death.  

 ** Culpar    

book/bʊk/verb. To arrange to use or do something at a 

particular time in the future. * We booked our hotel online 

on booking.com.    **Reservar      

bother/ˈbɒðər/ verb. To annoy someone by trying to 

get their attention when they do not want to see you or talk 

to you. *Sorry to bother you, but could you spare any 

change?  ** Incomodar   

brainstorming/ˈbreɪnˌstɔːmɪŋ/noun. The activity of getting 

together with other people to think of new ideas.

 *Brainstorming is an effective idea generation tool. 

** Debate de ideias / Tempestade de ideias  

breathe/briːð/verb. To take air into and out of your lungs.  

*breathe in/out …… breathe deeply. ** Respirar  

briefly/briːfli/adverb.  Lasting only for a short time.

 *They discussed the matter briefly. ** Brevemente 
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brilliant/ˈbrɪliənt/adjective. Very good. *We saw a brilliant 

film. ** Brilhante   

browser /ˈbraʊ.zər/noun. A computer program that makes 

it possible for you to read information on the internet: "The 

latest version of the browser allows you to listen to the radio 

while you surf the net. *Web designers have to make sure 

their pages are compatible with most browsers." ** 

Programa de navegação / Browser 

bug/bʌɡ/noun. A mistake or problem in 

a computer program or a small insect. * A bug caused the 

company`s computer system to crash. ** Vírus  

build/bɪld/verb. To make something by 

putting materials and parts together. *I hope to build a 

new house next year.   ** Construir  

bulletin /ˈbʊl.ə.t̬ɪn/noun. 

A short news programme on television or radio, often 

about something that has just happened, or 

a short newspaper printed by an organisation.  *I send a 

monthly bulletin  to families .   ** Boletim  

busily//ˈbɪzɪli/ /adverb. In a busy, active way. * He was 

busily writing notes ** Ocupado  

buy/baɪ/verb. To get something by paying money for it. *I 

went out to buy some milk. ** Comprar  
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C 

calculate/ˈkælkjəleɪt/verb. To discover an amount or 

number using mathematics. *to calculate a 

cost/percentage. ** Calcular 

capacity/kəˈpæs.ə.ti/noun. The total amount that can 

be contained or produced, or (especially of a 

person or organisation) the ability to do a particular thing. 

*She has a great capacity for hard work.** Capacidade  

care /keər/noun.The process of protecting someone or 

something and providing what that person or thing needs. 

*The standard of care at our local hospital is excellent.

 ** Cuidado 

cause and effect /kɔːz   ɪˈfekt/noun. A diagram that is used 

when designing or changing the design of 

products to examine the causes of something, often 

something that has caused problems.  

*This issue can be explained by the cause and effect 

relationship. ** Causa-efeito 

century /ˈsenʃəri/ noun. A period of 

100 years, especially used in giving dates. * the twenty 

first century skills. ** Século 

certain /ˈsɜːtən/adjective. Known for sure; 

established beyond doubt. *She has 

a certain arrogance. ** Certa  
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challenge/ˈtʃælɪndʒ/verb. An invitation to compete in 

a game or a fight .  *I'm sure Paul will race you.     He 

never refuses a challenge. ** Desafio 

change /tʃeɪndʒ/ verb. To become different, or to make 

someone or something become different. *Meeting 

you has changed my life. ** Alterar  

character/ˈkærəktər/noun. The combination of qualities 

and personality that makes one person or thing different 

from others. *It's not in her character to be jealous (= she 

would not usually be jealous). ** Carácter  

check/tʃek/ verb. to make certain that something or 

someone is correct, safe, or suitable by examining it, him, 

or her quickly. * Listen and check the response that is true 

for you. ** Verificar   

check in/ˈtʃekɪn/ noun. The place at an airport where you 

go to say that you have arrived for your flight, or the act of 

going to the check-in to say that you have arrived for your 

flight. *a check-in counter/desk ** Check in / Controlo/ 

Verificação  

childhood/ˈtʃaɪldhʊd/noun. The state of being a child, the 

part of your life when you are a child

 *His childhood and youth were spent helping his 

father in unsuccessful farming ventures.  ** Infância   
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circle /ˈsɜːkl/noun. A round, flat shape like the letter O, or 

a group of people or things arranged in this shape. *We 

all sat on the floor in a circle. ** Círculo   

claim /kleɪm/verb. A statement that something 

is true, although you have not proved it. *They claim that 

Paula is a teacher.** Afirmar  

clarify/ˈklærɪfaɪ/verb. To make something easier to 

understand by explaining it.  *The law aims to 

clarify building regulations. ** Clarificar   

classification/ˌklæsɪfɪˈkeɪʃən/noun. The process of 

putting people or things into groups by their type, size, etc, 

or one of these groups. *the classification of plants. 

 ** Classificação   

classify /ˈklæsɪfaɪ/verb. To put people or things into 

groups by their type, size, etc, [ often passive ] *A third of 

the population has been classified as poor. *The books are 

classified by subject."** Classificar   

 

classmate/ˈklɑːsmeɪt/noun. Someone who is in your class at 

school or college. *My classmate is really funny. I love her.  

** Colega de turma.  

Classwork/ ˈklɑːs.wɜːk/noun. Work that you do in a school 

class.  *They are complementary to the classwork.   

** Trabalho de turma  
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clean/ /kliːn/ verb. To clean your face or an injured part of 

your body. * I want you to clean your hands before starting 

to eat food.  ** Limpar  

climate/ˈklaɪ.mət/noun.  Weather events, conditions based 

on the average of many years of influence they jointly 

carried out anywhere in the world.

 *A hot/dry/harsh climate. ** Clima  

close minded /kləʊz maɪndid/adjective. Having or showing 

rigid/ˈrɪdʒɪd/ opinions or a narrow outlook. *Maria is a 

really dogmatic and close minded person. 

** Mente fechada  

code/kəʊd/noun. A language used to program. 

*The children are learning to write code. ** Código 

cognitive/ˈkɒɡnətɪv/ adjective. Relating to 

how people think, understand, and learn. * Cognitive 

psychology is the scientific study of mental processes such 

as "attention, language. ** Cognitivo  

collaborate/kəˈlæbəreɪt/verb. When two or more people 

collaborate, they work together to create or achieve the 
same thing. *I will collaborate with you to write a text.  

** Colaborar  

 

collaborative/ kəˈlæb.ər.ə.tɪv/ adjective. Involving two or 

more people working together for a special purpose. 

*Peter was very collaborative in this work. ** Colaborativo  
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collaboration/kəˌlæbəˈreɪʃən/noun. 

The activity of working together to create or achieve the 

same thing, or a product of this. *Children learn to work in 

collaboration in kindergarten. ** Colaboração  

colleague /ˈkɒl.iːɡ/noun. One of group of people who work 

together.  *I don't know anything about this, but I'm sure my 

colleague here can help you. ** Colega   

collection/kəˈlekʃən/noun. The activity of taking something 

away from a place.  *That's just a new collection in this 

museum. ** Coleção  

combination/ˌkɒmbɪˈneɪʃən/noun. A mixture of different 

people or things. *We won through a combination of luck 

and skill. ** Combinação 

comment/ˈkɒment/noun. Something that you say or write 

that shows what you think about something.  *Teacher 

takes care of children's comments ** Comentário  

commitment/kəˈmɪtmənt/ noun.A promise or firm decision 

to do something. *Players must make a commitment 

to daily training. ** Compromisso  

communicate/kəˈmjuːnɪkeɪt/verb. To talk about your 

thoughts and feelings, and help other people to 

understand them. * He can't communicate with his parents.

 ** Comunicar   
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communication/kəˌmjuːnɪˈkeɪʃən/noun. A connection 

between two issues or organs. *What do you mean by 

communication? ** Comunicação   

compare/kəmˈpeər/verb. To examine the ways in which 

two people or things are different or similar

 *The teachers are always comparing me 

with/to my sister. ** Comparar 

competency/ˈkɑːm.pə.t ̬ən.si/noun. An important skill that 

is needed to do a job. *Innovation and creativity are very 

valuable competencies in knowledge societies. 

**Competência    

competent/ˈkɒmpɪtənt/adjective. Able to do something 

well. * Some of my students are very competent in 

drawing. ** Competente  

competition/ˌkɒmpəˈtɪʃən/ noun. An organised event in 

which people try to win a prize by being the best, fastest, 

etc. *to enter a competition ** Competição   

complain /kəmˈpleɪn/ verb. To say that something is wrong 

or that you are annoyed about something. *Lots of people 

have complained about the noise. [ + that ]* He's always 

complaining that nobody listens to him. ** Queixar / 

Reclamar  

complement/kɒm.plɪ.ment/verb.  To make something else 

seem better or more attractive when combining with it.  *I 

complement my idea with your idea. ** Complementar 
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completely/kəmˈpliːt.li/ adverb. In every way or as much as 

possible. **Completamente  

complexity/kəmˈpleksəti/noun.  The quality of being 

complex. *The situation is very complex. We are living under 

the complexities of life. ** Complexidade  

complicated/ˈkɒm.plɪ.keɪ.tɪd/adjective. Involving a lot of 

different parts, in a way that is difficult to understand.  *It 

has been difficult to understand all the ideas of the working 

group . ** Complicado  

comprehensive /ˌkɒmprɪˈhensɪv/adjective.  

Including everything.  *If you are 

a young, inexperienced driver, it is worth having 

comprehensive insurance.  ** Abrangente / Compreensivo  

  

computer/kəmˈpjuːtər/ noun. An electronic machine 

that can store and arrange large amounts of information. 

*We've put all our records on the computer.  

** Computador 

concept/ˈkɒnsept/noun.  An idea or principle. *Concept 

training from easy to difficult. ** Conceito  

conclude/kənˈkluːd/verb. To end something such as 

a meeting, speech, or piece of writing by doing or saying 

one last thing. *The concert concluded 

with a firework display. **Concluir  
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conclusion/kənˈkluːʒən/noun. The opinion you have after 

considering all the information about something. *The 

conclusion of the experiment surprised everyone so much.   

** Conclusão  

condition/kənˈdɪʃən/ noun. The state that something or 

someone is in. *They are not in great condition. ** 

Estado / Condição   

confident/ˈkɒn.fɪ.dənt/ adjective. Having confidence. 

 *I'm confident of my skills as a preschool teacher.  

** Confiante   

conflict /ˈkɒnflɪkt/ noun. Serious disagreement. *The 

Government was in conflict with the unions over pay. ** 

Conflito  

consequently/ˈkɒn.sɪ.kwənt.li/  adverb.  As a result. *She 

was the child of two models and, consequently, she was 

very tall.     **Consequentemente  

consider /kənˈsɪdər/ verb.  To think carefully about a 

decision or something you might do.  *Have you 

considered surgery? [ + doing sth ] We're considering 

buying a new car. * *Considerar 

consideration/kənˌsɪdərˈeɪʃən/noun. Something that you 

have to think about when you make decisions or plans. 

*Safety is our main consideration. ** Consideração   
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consistent/kənˈsɪs.tənt/adjective. 

Always behaving or happening in 

a similar, especially positive, way. *Parents should be 

consistent in raising children. ** Consistente   

constantly/ˈkɒnstəntli/adjective. Happening a lot or all 

the time. *Children constantly rehearse life by playing.  

** Constantemente     

consult/kənˈsʌlt/verb. To get information or advice from 

a person, book, etc. with special knowledge on 

a particular. *If the symptoms get worse, consult your 

doctor. ** Consultar  

consume/kənˈsjuːm/verb. To use something such as a 

product, energy, or fuel. *These lights don't consume much 

electricity. **Consumir  

content/ˈkɒntent/noun. The information or ideas that 

are talked about in a book, speech, film, etc *Did you 

check the content of the book?  **Conteúdo   

contest /ˈkɒntest/noun.  A competition or election. 

*It's not about the contest. ** Concurso / Competição  

continent/ˈkɒntɪnənt/noun . One of the 

seven main areas of land on the Earth, such as Asia, Africa, 

or Europe. *Australia is the smallest continent in the 

world.   ** Continente   
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continue /kənˈtɪnjuː/ verb.  To keep happening, existing, 

or doing something. *It continued to rain all night.  

** Continuar  

contradict/ˌkɒn.trəˈdɪkt/verb.  (of people) to say 

the opposite of what someone else has said, or (of one 

fact or statement) to be so different from 

another fact or statement that one of them must 

be wrong. *If you're both going to lie, at least stick to the 

same story and don't contradict each other!** Contradizer  

contribution/ˌkɒntrɪˈbjuːʃən/noun. Something that you do to 

help produce or develop something, or to help make 

something successful.  *She has made a major 

contribution to our work. ** Contribuição   

control/kənˈtrəʊl/noun. The power to make a person, 

organisation, or object do what you want *The 

new teacher has no control over the class. ** Controlo  

controversy/ˈkɒntrəvɜːsi/noun. A lot of disagreement and 

arguments about something. *There is a lot of controversy 

over mobile phone towers. ** Controvérsia  

convince/kənˈvɪns/verb.  To make someone believe that 

something is true.  * I convinced her to go to the doctor's.

 ** Convencer  

cooperate/kəʊˈɒpəreɪt/verb. To work together with 

someone in order to achieve the same aim. *Several 

countries are cooperating in the relief effort.** Cooperar  
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cooperation /kəʊˌɒp.ərˈeɪ.ʃən/noun. 

The act of working together with someone or doing what 

they ask you.*The company produces computers in coop

eration with a German firm.  ** Cooperação  

coordinate /kəʊˈɔːdɪneɪt/verb. To make different people or 

things work together effectively, or to organise all the 

different parts of an activity. *My manager is coordinating 

the new project.** Coordenar  

cope/kəʊp/verb. To deal quite successfully with 

a difficult situation. *How do you cope with stress?** Lidar  

cost/kɒst/ noun. The amount of money that you need to 

buy or do something. *The cruise ship was built at a 

cost of $400 million. ** Custo  

count /kaʊnt/ verb. An act of determining the total 

number of something. *Counting objects improves 

maths skills.   ** Contar   

country /ˈkʌntri/noun. An area of land that has its own 

government, army, etc.  * When you are abroad you 

always miss your country. Our country is Portugal.  ** País  

  

course/ kɔːs/noun./ A set of classes or a plan of study on a 

particular subject, usually leading to an exam or 

qualification. * I attended the Biology course. ** Curso.  

coursework/ ˈkɔːs.wɜːk/noun. Work set at regular periods as 

part of an educational course. *That is usually the 
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criticism that is made of coursework. **Trabalho de 

formação 
 

create/kriˈeɪt/verb. To make something happen or exist.

 *The project will create more than 500 jobs.** Criar  

creative/kriˈeɪ.tɪv/adjective. Good at thinking of new ideas 

or using imagination to create new and unusual things. *Her 

book is full of creative ways to decorate your home.  

**Criativo  

 
 

Creative Thinking  
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What is Creative Thinking? 
Creative thinking means looking at something in a 

new way. It is the very definition of “thinking outside 
the box.” Often, creativity in this sense involves 
what is called lateral thinking, or the ability to 
perceive patterns that are not obvious. The 
fictional detective Sherlock Holmes uses lateral 

thinking in one famous story when he realizes that 
a dog not barking is an important clue in a murder 
case.  
 
Creative people have the ability to devise new 
ways to carry out tasks, solve problems, and meet 

challenges. They bring a fresh, and sometimes 
unorthodox, perspective to their work. This way of 
thinking can help departments and organisations 
move in more productive directions. For these 
reasons, they are extremely valuable to a 

company.  
 
Some people are naturally more creative than 
others, but creative thinking can be strengthened 
with practice. 
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Top Creative Thinking Skills 
 

 

 

creativity/kriˈeɪtɪv/noun. The use of the imagination or 

original ideas, especially in the production of an artistic 

work. *Every human being is an innate creator. If you 

watch the kids, you’ll see. All children's creativity - 

**Criatividade  

critical/ˈkrɪtɪkəl/adjective. Saying that someone or 

something is bad or wrong. *He is very critical of the way I 

work.    ** Crítico              
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critical person/ˈkrɪtɪkəl/ˈpɜːsən/noun. One who has 

mastered a range of intellectual skills and abilities. If that 

person generally uses those skills to advance his or her own 

selfish interests, that person is a critical thinker only in a weak 

or qualified sense.  *Who is the most critical person in your 

workplace? ** Pessoa crítica  

critical thinking /ˌkrɪt.ɪ.kəl ˈθɪŋ.kɪŋ/ noun. 

The process of thinking carefully about a subject or idea, 

without allowing feelings or opinions to affect you. *We 

are going to have a course about "encouraging critical 

thinking" in Prague. ** Pensamento crítico    

criticise /ˈkrɪtɪsaɪz/verb. To say that something or 

someone is bad. *The film was criticised for being too 

violent. ** Criticar  

critique /krɪˈtiːk/noun. A report that says what is good 

and bad about something.  *We appreciate their 

critique .** Crítica  

cross-disciplinary/ kraws-dis-uh-pluh-ner-ee/adjective. 

Involving two or more academic disciplines; 

interdisciplinary.  ** Interdisciplinar  

 

cross sth out/krɒs/phrasal verb.  To draw a line through 

something that you have written, usually because it is 

wrong.  * Cross out that last sentence. ** Riscar 

algo  
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crowded/ˈkraʊdɪd/adjective. Very full of people.  *Classes 

must not be crowded. ** Cheias de pessoas / Lotado  

crucial/ˈkruːʃəl/adjective. Extremely important or 

necessary. *Her work has been crucial to the project's 

success. ** Crucial   

cultivate /ˈkʌl.tɪ.veɪt/ verb. Produce, grow, nurture. *Most of 

the land there is too poor to cultivate. ** Cultivar   

cultural/ˈkʌltʃərəl/adjective. Of or relating to the ideas, 

customs, and social behaviour of a society. *He did not 

preserve them as cultural heritage.   ** Cultural  

culture/ˈkʌltʃər/ noun. The habits, traditions, and beliefs of a 

country, society, or group of people. *It's a good 

opportunity for children to learn about other cultures.   

** Cultura   

curiosity/ˌkjʊəriˈɒsəti/noun. 

The feeling of wanting to know or learn about something. 

 *Curiosity must always be kept alive. ** Curiosidade  

current/ˈkʌrənt/adjective. Happening or existing now. 

*What is your current address? ** Atual  

curricular/ kəˈrɪk.jə.lə/ adjective. Relating to the subjects 

studied in a school, college, etc. and what each subject 
includes.  ** Curricular  
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curriculum /kəˈrɪk.jə.ləm/noun . The subjects studied in 

a school, college, etc. and what each subject includes. 

*Maths is an intrinsic part of the school curriculum.

 **Currículo  

 

D 

dangerous/ˈdeɪndʒərəs/adjective.  If someone or 

something is dangerous, they could harm you.

 *Everybody thinks that he is a dangerous person. ** 

Perigoso  

data/ˈdeɪtə/noun. Information or facts about something.

 *This data is very useful. ** Dados / Informação 

day-care centre/ˈdeɪ keə sentre/noun. A place providing 

care and recreation facilities for those who cannot be fully 

independent. *She ran a day-care centre for working 

mothers. ** Centro de dia  

deal with sth /diːl/verb.  To take action in order to 

achieve something or to solve a problem. *Can you 

deal with this gentleman's complaint? ** Lidar com algo  

decide /dɪˈsaɪd/ verb. To choose something after 

thinking about several possibilities [ + to do sth] *She's 

decided to take the job. ** Decidir  

decimal /ˈdesɪməl/ adjective. Involving counting in units of 

10 *A decimal system ** Decimal  
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decision /dɪˈsɪʒən/noun. A choice that you make about 

something after thinking about several possibilities. *We 

sometimes have to make some very difficult decisions.

 ** Decisão  

deep/diːp/ adjective. Having a long distance from 

the top to the bottom. *The water is a lot deeper than 

it seems. ** Profundo 

deficiency /dɪˈfɪʃənsi/noun. A situation in which you do not 

have enough of something. *Children with mental 

deficiency need support in all areas. ** Deficiência    

define/dɪˈfaɪn/noun. To say exactly what 

something means, or what someone or something is like. 

*Your duties are clearly defined in the contract.   ** Define 

definition/def.ɪˈnɪʃ.ən/ noun. a statement that explains the 

meaning of a word or phrase. * Hasan presented the 

definition of education** Definição   

degree/dɪˈɡriː/noun.  A unit for measuring temperature, sh

own by the symbol ° written after a number. *The nurse 

measured the child's temperature at 39.8 degrees Celsius.

 ** Grau 

deliver /dɪˈlɪv.ər/verb. To take goods, letters, parcels, etc. 

to people's houses or places of work.  

*We get our milk delivered. ** Entregar   
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demand/dɪˈmɑːnd/verb.  To need something such as time, 

effort, or a particular quality. *We demand freedom from 

injustice/persecution. ** Exigir  

deny/dɪˈnaɪ/verb. To say that something is not true, 

especially something that you are accused of [ + doing 

sth ]. * He denies murdering his father. ** Negar   

departure /dɪˈpɑːtʃər/noun. The act of leaving a place, 

especially to start a journey to another place. *The  

departure of flight BA117 ** Partida  

dependent/dɪˈpendənt/ adjective. Needing the help of 

someone or something in order to exist or continue as 

before. *She's completely dependent on her parents 

for money. ** Dependente   

depression/dɪˈpreʃən/noun. The feeling of being very 

unhappy for a period of time, or a mental illness that makes 

you feel very unhappy. *Nearly three million people 

suffer from depression every year. ** Depressão  

  

describe /dɪˈskraɪb/ verb. To say what someone or 

something is like. *Do you want to describe your friend with 

her facial expressions? ** Descrever  

design/dɪˈzaɪn/verb. To make or draw plans for something, 

for example clothes or buildings. *They designed a new 

car. **Desenhar  
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detail/ˈdiːteɪl/verb. To describe something completely, 

giving all the facts. *Let's detail all tiny things for the 

problem. ** Detalhar / Pormenorizar  

determine/dɪˈtɜːmɪn/verb. To discover the facts or truth 

about something [ + question word ] *The doctors are still 

unable to determine what is wrong.  ** Determinar  

determined/dɪˈtɜːmɪnd/adjective. Wanting to do 

something very much, and not letting anyone stop you.

 *He's determined to win this match. ** Determinado  

develop/dɪˈveləp/verb.

 To grow or change and become more advanced, 

or to make someone or something do this.

 *The baby develops inside the mother for 

nine months.    ** Desenvolver  

development/dɪˈveləpmənt/noun. 

The process of growing, changing, 

or becoming more advanced. *The teacher needs 

some tests to check on a child's development.

 **Desenvolvimento  

device/dɪˈvaɪs/noun.  A piece of equipment that is used 

for a particular purpose. *A pager is a small, electronic 

device for sending messages. **  Dispositivo   

dialectical/ˌdaɪ.əˈlek.tɪ.kəl/adjective. Dialectical 

thinking or discussion can be conducted so as to "win" by 

defeating the positions one disagrees with — using critical 
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insight to support one's own view and pointing out flaws in 

other views (associated with critical thinking in the 

restricted or weak sense), or fairmindedly, by conceding 

points that don't stand up to critique, trying to integrate or 

incorporate strong points found in other views, and using 

critical insight to develop a fuller and more accurate view 

(associated with critical thinking in the fuller or strong 

sense). Dialectical thinking is a form of analytical 

reasoning that pursues knowledge and truth as long as 

there are questions and conflicts. ** Dialética  

dialogical/ adjective. Thinking that involves a 

dialogue or extended exchange between different points 

of view or frames of reference. * Students learn best in 

dialogical situations, in circumstances in which they 

continually express their views to others and try to fit other's 

views into their own. ** Dialógico  

didactic instruction /daɪˈdæk.tɪk ɪnˈstrʌk.ʃən/ noun. 

Intended to teach, especially in a way that is 

too determined oreager, and 

often fixed and unwilling to change. *We need 

didactic instructions to help learners. **Instrução didáctica

  

die out /daɪ/verb. To become extinct.

 *Dinosaurs died out millions of years ago. ** 

Extinguir(-se) 
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difference/ˈdɪfərəns/noun. The way in which two people or 

things are not the same. *What's the difference 

between an ape and a monkey? **Diferença  

differentiation/ˌdɪfərenʃiˈeɪʃən/noun. Make someone or 

something different.     

 *We need to differentiate ourselves from the competition.  

**Diferenciação/diferenciar   

difficulty/ˈdɪfɪkəlti/noun. Problems in doing or 

understanding something."[ + in + doing sth]  *He was 

having difficulty breathing because of the smoke. [ + doing 

sth]. * I had difficulty finding somewhere to park. She had 

twisted her ankle and was walking with difficulty. 

** Dificuldade 

digit/ˈdɪdʒɪt/noun. Any of the numbers from 0 to 

9, especially when they form part of a longer number. * a 

seven digit telephone number. ** Dígito 

dijital/ˈdɪdʒɪtəl/ adjective. Using an electronic system that 

changes sounds or images into signals in the form of 

numbers before it stores them or sends them. *digital 

television. ** Digital  

dimension/ˌdaɪˈmenʃən/noun. A particular part of 

a situation, especially something that affects how 

you think or feel.  *size of the bag seems as if it is small

 ** Dimensão  
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direction/dɪˈrekʃən/noun. The way that someone or 

something is going or facing. * think we're going in 

the wrong direction. ** Direção  

disabled/dɪsˈeɪbld/adjective. Having an illness, injury, or 

condition that makes it difficult to do things that other 

people do.  * They are demanding equal rights for disabled 

students.  ** Inválido /Deficiente / Portador de deficiência 

disadvantage/ˌdɪsədˈvɑːntɪdʒ/noun. An unfavourable 

circumstance or condition that reduces the chances of 

success or effectiveness. *These children are at 

a disadvantage. ** Desvantagem  

disagree/ˌdɪsəˈɡriː/ verb. To have a different opinion from 

someone else about something. *I disagree with most of 

what he said. ** Discordar   

discipline/ˈdɪsəplɪn/ noun. The practice of training people 

to obey rules or a code of behaviour, using punishment to 

correct disobedience. *A healthy family will set codes 

of behaviour, discipline and boundaries, which allow for 

some flexibility, but are consistent and always recognise the 

individuality of its members.  **Disciplina  

discover/dɪˈskʌvər/verb.  To find something. *The body 

was discovered in a ditch. ** Descobrir 

discuss/dɪˈskʌs/verb. To talk about something with 

someone and tell each other your ideas or opinions.
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 *Have you discussed this matter with anyone else? 

** Discutir (ideias) 

discussion/dɪˈskʌʃən/noun. A conversation in 

which people talk about something and tell each 

other their ideas or opinions. *They 

were having a discussion about football. ** Discussão (de 

ideias) 

disseminate /dɪˈsem.ɪ. neɪt/verb. To spread or give out 

something, especially news, information, ideas, etc., to a 

lot of people.  *One of the organisation's aims is to 

disseminate information about the disease.** Disseminar  

distinction/dɪˈstɪŋkʃn/noun. A difference between two 

similar things. *We need to draw a distinction between the 

two events. ** Distinção  

distinguish/dɪˈstɪŋɡwɪʃ/verb. Recognize or treat (someone 

or something) as different. *Some of the characteristics 

that distinguish the two are intrinsic. ** Distinguir  

distinguished/dɪˈstɪŋ.ɡwɪʃt/adjective. Used 

to describe a respected and admired person, 

or their work: *I follow distinguished academics.  

** Distinguido  

distribute/dɪˈstrɪb.juːt/verb. To give something out to 

several people, or to spread or supply something. 

*The books will be distributed free to local schools. 
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** Distribuir  

diversity /daɪˈvɜː.sə.ti/noun. The fact of many 

different types of things or people being included in 

something; a range of different things or people. 

*Does television adequately reflect the ethnic and cultural

 diversity of the country? ** Diversidade  

divide/dɪˈvaɪd/verb. To separate into parts or groups, or to 

make something separate into parts or groups. *We divided 

up into teams of six. ** Dividir  

document /ˈdɒk.jə.mənt/ noun . A paper or set 

of papers with written or printed information, especially of 

an official type.  *They are charged with 

using forged documents. ** Documento  

documentary/ˌdɒkjəˈmentəri/ noun. A film or television 

programme that gives facts about a real situation or real 

people. *a TV documentary about the Russian Revolution. 

** Documentário 

dogmatic/dɒɡˈmætɪk/ adjective.  Inclined to lay down 

principles as incontrovertibly true. *Opinions are meant to 

be asserted - not in dogmatic, unyielding terms, but in 

confident terms. ** Dogmático  

domain/dəʊˈmeɪn/ noun.  A particular area, activity, 

or subject that someone controls or deals with. *This 

information should be in the public domain. ** Domínio  
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drama/ˈdrɑːmə/ noun. A play in a theatre or 

on television or radio. *Stories become fun with drama.

 ** Drama  

dramatically/drəˈmætɪkli/ adverb. Very sudden or 

noticeable.  They had to leave their town dramatically.

 ** Dramaticamente  

drop/drɒp/ verb. To let something you are carrying fall to 

the ground. *She tripped and dropped the vase.** Deixar 

cair 

dry/draɪ/ noun. Used to describe something that has 

no water or other liquid in, on, or around it.

 *I hung his wet trousers on the radiator, but they're 

not dry yet. ** Seco  

durability /ˌdjʊərəˈbɪləti/noun. The ability to withstand long-

term availability and functionality, durability, strength.

 *All our toys are tested for durability. ** Durabilidade 

  

 

E 

eager/ˈiːɡər/ adjective. Wanting to do or have something 

very much. [ + to do sth ]* Sam was eager to go home 

and play on his computer. ** Ansioso / Desejoso   
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early /ˈɜːli/adjective. Near the beginning of a period 

of time, process, etc. *I got up very early this morning. 

 ** Cedo  

earn/ɜːn/verb. To get money for doing work.

 *She earns more than £40,000 a year.** Ganhar  

(dinheiro) 

earth/ɜːθ/noun.  

Earth the planet third in order of distance from the sun, 

between Venus and Mars; the world on which we live. *The 

earth takes approximately 3651/4 days to go round the sun.

 ** TERRA  

eclectic /ekˈlek.tɪk/ adjective.   Methods, beliefs, ideas, 

etc. that are eclectic combine whatever seem the best or 

most useful things from many different areas or systems, 

rather than following a single system:  *an eclectic 

style/approach, an eclectic taste in literature ** Eclético  

educate/ˈedʒʊkeɪt/ verbs.    Give intellectual, moral, and 

social instruction to (someone, especially a child), typically 

at a school or university. *She suggests that the focus of the 

community college be on educating students and 

encouraging students to become active and responsible 

citizens.  **Educar  

education/ˌedʒuˈkeɪʃn plæn/noun.     The process of 

teaching or learning. *It's a country that places great 

importance on education.  ** Educação        
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Educational / ˌedʒ.ʊˈkeɪ.ʃən.əl/ adjective. providing 

education or relating to education. ** Educacional  

educator/ˈedʒ.u.keɪ.tər/ noun.      A person who teaches 

people, pedagogue. *We are educators in preschool.  

** Educador  

effect/ɪˈfekt/noun.  A change, reaction, or result that 

is caused by something. *The effect of the course was 

amazing.  ** Efeito 

effective/ɪˈfektɪv/ adjective.  Successful or achieving 

the result that you want. *What is the most effective way of 

teaching grammar? **Efetivo / Eficaz 

efficient/ɪˈfɪʃ.ənt/adjective.  Working or operating 

quickly and effectively in an organised way. *Email is 

a quick and efficient way of contacting people.

 **Eficiente  

effort/ˈefət/noun.  An attempt to do something [ + 

to do sth ]. *We huddled together in an effort to keep warm.  

** Esforço   

egocentric/ˌiːɡəʊˈsentrɪk/adjective.  Interested only in 

yourself. *Egocentric learners are a bit selfish. ** Egocentrico  

eLearning /ˈiːlɜːnɪŋ/ noun.  The business of providing 

courses online for students so that they can study and learn 

from home. *Teachers are to find new ways of e-learning 

strategies.” **Aprendizagem online  
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element/ elɪmənt/ noun. a part of something. * I’m a 

element of the group ** Elemento 

elementary/ˌelɪˈmentəri/adjective.  Basic.  

* I only have an elementary knowledge of physics. ** 

Elementar 

elaborate/ɪˈlæbəreɪt/verb. To explain something and give 

more details. *It is necessary to elaborate it when children 

ask questions because it is the best time to learn something. 

** Elaborar  

emanate/ˈem.ə.neɪt/verb. 

to express a quality or feeling through the way that 

you look and behave. Her face emanated sadness.  

** Emanar  

emotional/ɪˈməʊʃənəl/adjective. Showing strong feelings, 

or making people have strong feelings.  

*An emotional speech. **Emocional  

emotional intelligence/ɪˌmoʊ.ʃən.əl ɪnˈtel.ə.dʒəns/noun. 

The ability to understand the way people feel and react 

and to use this skill to make good judgments and to avoid 

or solve problems. *Emotional intelligence is as important 

as talent.  ** Inteligência emocional   
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Emotional intelligence  
 

 

The term "Soft Skills” covers a broad spectrum of topics in 

interpersonal, communication, leadership, and personal 

skills. These are arguably the most important skills for your 

career, but by definition, they are also difficult to measure.  

 

empathy/ˈempəθi/ noun. Establish empathy. * The idea of 

this application was very good, I would have done the 

same thing if I were in your place.  ** Empatia  
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emphasise/ˈemfəsaɪz/verb. To show that something is 

especially important or needs special attention. *The 

government is emphasising the importance of voting in the 

election. ** Enfatizar  

empirical/ɪmˈpɪrɪkəl/noun. 

Based on experience or scientific experiments and not 

only on ideas empirical evidence.  ** Empírico 

empower/ɪmˈpaʊər/verb.  

To give someone official authority or the freedom to do 

something. *We must empower pupils with new skills in 

GEMS. ** Capacitar / Dar poder   

enable/ɪˈneɪbl/verb. To make someone able to do 

something, or to make something possible. 

Computerization should enable us to cut production costs 

by half. **Permitir / Habilitar  

encourage/ɪnˈkʌrɪdʒ/verb. To make someone more likely 

to do something, or make something more likely to 

happen. *My teacher encouraged me to start this project. 

** Encorajar   

engagement/ɪnˈɡeɪdʒmənt/ noun. 

An arrangement to meet someone or do something at 

a particular time.  *Motivation, engagement: evidence of 

increased motivation, particularly for boys. **Compromisso 

/ Empenho 
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enjoy/ɪnˈdʒɔɪ/verb. If you enjoy something, it gives you 

pleasure. *I hope you enjoy your meal.

 **Gostar/Apreciar 

enrol/ɪnˈrəʊl/ verb. To become or make someone become 

an official member of a course, college, or group.  *We 

enrolled in the course in ITC. ** Inscrever-se   

entire /ɪnˈtaɪər/ adjective. Undivided, unfragmented, 

complete, all. *Between them they ate an entire cake.

 ** Inteiro 

environment/ɪnˈvaɪərənmənt/noun. The situation that you 

live or work in, and how it influences how you feel. *We are 

working in a very competitive environment.  

**Ambiente  

equality/iˈkwɒl.ə.ti/noun. The same treatment. 

*Equality among students is very important. ** Igualdade  

equipment/ɪˈkwɪp.mənt/noun. The set 

of necessary tools, clothing, etc. for a particular purpose. 

*We need necessary equipment in our classes.      

** Equipamento   

establish/ɪˈstæb.lɪʃ/ verb. to start a company or 

organisation that will continue for a long time. 

** Estabelecer  
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ethically/ˈeθɪkəl/adverb. Of or relating to moral principles 

or the branch of knowledge dealing with these. This 

is ethically unacceptable.  ** Éticamente  

to evaluate /ɪˈvæljueɪt/ verb. To consider or study 

something carefully and decide how good or bad it is.

 *We mustn't evaluate someone with their physical 

appearance.  ** Avaliar  

evaluation/ɪˌvæljuˈeɪʃən/ noun.To consider or study somet

hing carefully and decide how good or bad it is. 

*To download a free evaluation version of our software,  

valid for a 30-day trial period. ** Avaliação  

evening class/ iːv.nɪŋ ˌklɑːs/ noun. a class intended for 

adults rather than children that happens in the evening.  

** Ensino  noturno   

evidence/ˈevɪdəns/noun. Something that makes 

you believe that something is true or exists. *There is 

no scientific evidence that the drug is addictive. 

 ** Evidência 

evolution/ˌiːvəˈluːʃən/ noun.  The gradual development of 

something, especially from a simple to a more complex 

form,the way in which living things gradually change and 

develop over millions of years. * I'm very interested in the 

development and evolution of music. ** Evolução  
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exam/ɪɡˈzæm/ noun.  An official test of how much 

you know about something, or how well you can do 

something. *The exam that we will have tomorrow is very 

hard. ** Exame  

exchange/ɪksˈtʃeɪndʒ/noun. An occasion when you give 

something to someone and they give you something else

 an exchange of ideas/information.  ** Intercâmbio / 

Troca   

exclusion/ɪkˈskluːʒn/noun.  When someone/something is 

not allowed to take part in an activity disciplinary measure 

including exclusion from school. ** Exclusão  

exercise/ˈeksəsaɪz/noun.   Activity requiring physical effort, 

carried out especially to sustain or improve health and 

fitness. *Perhaps an exercise in work study/work 

measurement might not be out of order. **Exercício 

experience/ikˈspi(ə)rēəns/noun.   Knowledge that you get 

from doing a job, or from doing, seeing, or 

feeling something.  *She has a lot of experience with 

teaching English. **Experiência  

experiment/ɪkˈsperɪmənt/noun. 

A test, especially a scientific one, that you do in 

order to learn something or discover if something is true.

 *Preschool experiments improve children's creativity. 

** Experiência  
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experimental/ ɪkˌsper.ɪˈmen.təl/adjective. relating to tests, 

especially scientific ones. ** Experimental.  

explain/ɪkˈspleɪn/verb.  

To make something clear or easy to understand by 

giving reason for it or details about it.    *Can you explain 

why you did this? ** Explicar 

explicit /ɪkˈsplɪsɪt/ adjective. Clear and exact. 

 *She was very explicit about her plans.** Explícito  

explore /ɪkˈsplɔːr/verb. to go around a place where you 

have never been in order to find out what is there. 

 ** Explorar 

explorer/ɪkˈsplɔːrər/noun.  

Someone who travels to places where no one 

has ever been in order to find out what is there.    * Kids are 

great explorers.** Explorador     

express/ɪkˈspres/ verb.   To show what you think or how you 

feel using words or actions. *I'm simply expressing my 

opinion. ** Expressar   

extinct /ɪkˈstɪŋkt/ adjective. If a type of animal is 

extinct, it does not now exist. *Pandas could become 

extinct in the wild. ** Extinto 

extracurricular/ˈekstrə  kəˈrɪk.jə.lər/ noun.  The 

subjects studied in a school, college, etc more, or more 
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than usual.  *Extra curricular activities are very important.

 **Extra curricular  

extraction /ɪkˈstrækʃən/ noun.  The act of taking something 

out, especially using force. *Team extraction completed. ** 

Extração  

 

F  

face-to-face /ˌfeɪs.təˈfeɪs/ adverb.  

Directly, meeting someone in the same place.   

*She came face-to-face with her attacker in 

the courtroom. ** Frente a frente  

fact /fækt/ noun.    Something that you know is true, exists, 

or has happened.  *I'm not angry that you drove my car, 

it's just the fact that you didn't ask me first. ** Facto  

factor /ˈfæktər/ noun. one of the things that has an 

effect on a particular situation, decision, event, etc.

 *Money was an important factor in their decision to 

move. ** Fator  

facilitate/fəˈsɪlɪteɪt/verb. to make something possible or 

easier. *The new ramp will facilitate the entry of 

wheelchairs. ** Facilitar  

facility/fəˈsɪl.ə.ti/noun. an ability to do something easily or 

well.  *He asked the bank to increase his overdraft facility 

** Facilidade  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ramp
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/entry
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/wheelchair
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ask
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bank
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/increase
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/overdraft
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fair /feər/ adjective.   Treating everyone in the same 

way, so that no one has an advantage. *That's not 

fair. You always go first! ** Justo  

false /fɒls/ not real. Adjective.                               Modern 

office building has false floors, under which computer and 

phone wires can be laid.  ** Falso  

fast /fɑːst/ adjective.    Moving, happening, or doing 

something quickly.  *You run faster. ** Rápido    

feel /fiːl/ verb. To experience an emotion or 

a physical feeling. *The teacher should care about the 

feelings of the students  ** Sentir   

field /ˈfiːld/ noun.   An area of study or activity.  *He's an 

expert in the field of biochemistry. ** Área (de estudo)  

figure /ˈfɪɡər/ noun.    A symbol for a number. *Write 

down the amount in words and figures. **Figura  

figure out/ˈfɪɡər aut/ verb. To finally understand something 

or someone after a lot of thought. *I never could figure out 

what she saw in him. ** Entender algo 

find (sth) out /faɪnd/ verb. To get information about 

something, or to learn a fact for the first time.  *I must find 

out the train times.     ** Procurar / Descobrir 

finding/ˈfaɪndɪŋ/ noun. A piece of information that has 

been discovered as a result of an official study.  *The 

finding of the study is incredible. ** Descoberta  
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Fine Motor Skills: Actions that require control of the small 

muscles of the body to achieve skillfulness. Examples of fine 

motor skills include drawing, cutting with scissors, 

handwriting, and playing a musical instrument. *Let them 

improve their fine motor skills at early ages.  

 ** Habilidades motoras finas  

 

Fine Motor Skills 

What are fine motor skills? 

Fine motor skills involve the use of small muscles in our 

hands, wrists, fingers, feet and toes. Fine motor skills develop 

when a child uses the smaller muscles in their hands, wrists, 

fingers, feet and toes. Developing those muscles includes 

actions like grasping, holding, pressing, or using a pincer 

grip (holding something between the fore-finger and 

thumb).   

finger game /ˈfɪŋɡər ɡeɪm/ noun. Singing play with fingers.  

 *Kids love finger games. 

** Jogos de dedos    

flashlight /ˈflæʃlaɪt/ noun.  An electric light that you 

can hold in your hand. *You won't be able to see anything 

without a flashlight. ** Lanterna de sinalização  

focus /fəʊkəs/ verb. If you focus a camera or 

something else that you look through, you 
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make small changes to it until you 

can see something clearly.*To focus is the key to success.** 

Focar  

focus on /ˈfəʊkəs/ verb.  To give a lot of attention to one 

particular subject or thing. *Let's focus on our problems. 

Just think about them.  **Focar em  

for example /ɪɡˈzɑːmpl/ noun.  Used to give an example of 

what you are talking about. *Some people, students for 

example, can get cheaper tickets. ** Por exemplo  

foreign /ˈfɒrən/ adjective.  Of, from, in, or 

characteristic of a country or language other than one's 

own. *The child speaks with a foreign accent.** 

Estrangeiro 

formula /ˈfɔːmjələ/ noun.   A plan or method that is used to 

achieve something.  *There's no magic formula for 

success. ** Fórmula  

frame/freɪm/ noun. the way someone thinks or feels about 

something at a particular time. ** Moldura 

framework/ˈfreɪm.wɜːk/noun. A supporting structure 

around which something can be built.  

*The steel framework supports the copper covering.  

** Estrutura de suporte  

free /friː/adverb.  Without cost or payment. *Pre-school 

education is free. **Livre  
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freedom /ˈfriː.dəm/noun.      The condition or right of 

being able or allowed to do, say, think, etc. whatever 

you want to, without being controlled or limited.

 *Children are allowed much more freedom 

these days.** Liberdade  

frequency /ˈfriːkwənsi/ noun.     The number of times 

something happens in a particular period, or the fact that 

something happens often or a large number of times.  *The 

frequency of attacks seems to have increased recently.    

** Frequência  

frequent /ˈfriːkwənt/ adverb.  Happening often. 

*Children often ask why they are 4 years old.  

** Frequente  

future /ˈfjuːtʃər/ noun. The time that is to come. *I will 

be a teacher in the future. ** Futuro  

 

G 

gain /ɡeɪn/ verb.    To get something useful or positive. * 

Children will gain new skills in fun.  ** Ganhar       

gather /ˈɡæðər/verb. to join other people somewhere to 

make a group, or to bring people together into a group.  ** 

Reunir                        
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generalize /ˈdʒenərəlaɪz/ verb. To say something very 

basic that is often true but not always true. *I do not 

want to bore you with details, just generalise it. 

** Generalizar    

generate /ˈdʒenəreɪt/ verb. To cause something 

to exist.  *The film has generated a lot of interest. ** Gerar 

  

geometric shape /ˌdʒiːəʊˈmetrɪk/noun.  Having 

a regular shape such as a circle or triangle, or having 

a pattern made of regular shapes. *Square is a 

geometric shape with four equal sides. ** Forma 

geométrica  

 

geometry /dʒiˈɒmɪtri/ noun. 

A type of mathematics that deals with points, lines, angles 

and shapes. ** Geometria  

 

gifted /ˈɡɪf.tɪd/ adjective.  Having special ability in a 

particular subject or activity: a gifted dancer/musician 

clever, or having a special ability" *Schools often can’t 

meet the needs of gifted children. ** Sobredotado 

(capacidade especial em algo) 
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give/ɡɪv/ verb.  To provide someone with something.

 *Let's give children educational toys. ** Dar  

globalisation /ˌɡləʊbəlaɪˈzeɪʃən/noun.  An examination of 

people's opinions or behaviour made by asking people 

questions.  *surveys take place in child education.  

** Globalização  

graphics /ˈɡræfɪks/ noun.  Images shown on 

a computer screen. *There were some graphic novels 

mixed into the pile of specialty books on the desk. 

 ** Gráficos    

gravity/ˈɡrævəti/noun.  The force that makes objects fall to 

the ground or that pulls objects towards a planet or 

other body.   *To remove things you need to apply a force 

against gravity. **Gravidade  

group /ɡruːp/verb. A number of people or things that are 

located close together or are considered or classed 

together. *I'm going to try to group a team together. ** 

Grupo  

grouping /ˈɡruːpɪŋ/noun. A group of people or things 

that have the same aims or qualities

 *regional groupings     ** Agrupamento / Grupo 

guess /ges/verb. To give an answer or opinion about 

something without having all the facts. If we observe the 
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children carefully, we can make a correct guess about 

their personalities.  ** Adivinhar   

guidance /ˈɡaɪ.dəns/noun.  Help and advice about how to 

do something or about how to deal 

with problems connected with your work, education, 

or personal relationships. *I've always looked to my father 

for guidance in these matters. ** Orientação   

guide /ɡaɪd/noun.  

Something that helps you plan or decide what to do. *A 

teacher must be a proper guide to students. ** Guia  

guideline/ˈɡaɪd.laɪn/noun.

  Information intended to advise people on how 

something should be done or what something should be.

 *It is intended that these guidelines should 

be applied flexibly and pragmatically. **Diretriz 

 

H 

habit /ˈhæbɪt/ noun. Something that you 

do regularly, almost without thinking about it. *One of 

today's bad habits is to watch too much tv. **Hábito 

hardware /ˈhɑːdweər/noun.  The machines or 

equipment that your computer system is made from, not 

the programs. **Hardware/Equipamento  
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healthy/ˈhelθi/adjective. Physically strong and well. *Sue is 

a normal healthy child. ** Saudável  

heat /hiːt/noun.  Electric lights, tools, 

etc work using electricity. *the heat of summer

 **Calor  

height /haɪt/noun. How tall or high something or someone 

is. *A man of average height…. The tower measures 

27.28 metres in height. boy, ** Altura 

high school /haɪ skuːl/noun.  A school in the US 

that children go to between the ages of 14 and 18 *He 

is going to high school. **Escola Secundária  

history /ˈhɪstəri/ noun. The whole series of events in the 

past that relate to the development of a country, subject, 

or person. *The Civil War was a terrible time in American 

history. ** História  

homework/ˈhəʊm.wɜːk/noun. work that teachers give their 

students to do at home. ** Trabalho de casa  

hope /həʊp/verb. To want something to happen or 

be true. *People hope that the government will cube 

the inflation by the end of this year. ** Esperar  

household /ˈhaʊshəʊld/noun. A family who live 

together in a house. *By the 1960s, most households had a 

TV. ** Agregado familiar  
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however /haʊˈevər/ adverb.  Used to say that it does 

not make any difference how cold /difficult /slowly, etc 

something is or happens. *We're not going to get there 

in time, however fast we drive. **No entanto  

human nature /ˈhjuːmən ˈneɪtʃər/noun. Feelings, 

qualities, and behaviour that are typical of most people.  

*It's human nature to want to be loved. **Natureza 

humana  

human model/ˈhjuːmən/-/ˈmɒdəl/ adjective-noun. 

A smaller copy of a real object, often used to show how 

something works or what it looks like today we studied 

the human model in school.**Modelo humano  

hyperactive /ˌhaɪpərˈæktɪv/ adjective. Someone who is 

hyperactive has more energy than is normal, gets excited 

easily, and cannot stay still or think about their work.

 *Hyperactive children move and usually act without 

thinking about the end of their behaviour. ** Hiperativo 

   

hypothesis/haɪˈpɒθəsɪs/ noun. 

A suggested explanation for something that has 

not yet been proved to be true In 

1996, John Paul II called the Big Bang theory “more than a

 hypothesis .” **Hipótese  

 

I 
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identity /aɪˈdentəti/ noun.  Who a person is, or the qualities 

of a person or group that make them different from others.  

* The man's identity was being kept secret while he was 

helping police with enquiries. *I cannot reveal the identity 

of my source. **Identidade  

identify/aɪˈdentɪfaɪ/ verb. To recognize someone or 

something and say or prove who or what they are. *Some 

of the children in the photographs have still not been 

identified.  ** Identificar  

illness /ˈɪlnəs/noun.  A disease of the body or mind. *A 

serious/terminal illness.  ** Doença 

imagination /ɪˌmædʒɪˈneɪʃən/noun. The part of your mind 

that creates ideas or pictures of things that are not real or 

that you have not seen. *There's nothing out here - it's 

just your imagination. **Imaginação  

imagine/ɪˈmædʒ.ɪn/verb.  To form or have 

a mental picture or idea of something. *They hadn't 

imagined (= expected) (that) it would be so difficult.

 **Imaginar  

imitation /ˌɪmɪˈteɪʃən/ noun.  A thing intended to simulate 

or copy something else. *A child learns to speak by 

imitation. **Imitação 

impart /ɪmˈpɑːt/ verb.    Make(information) known; 

communicate.  *Teachers had a duty to impart strong 

morals to their students.   ** Transmitir  
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implication /ˌɪmplɪˈkeɪʃən/ noun. A result or effect that 

seems likely in the future. * [ usually plural ] financial/health 

implications.  *This scheme has serious implications for the 

local economy. * The implication was that the school had 

to do much better or it would be closed. **Implicação  

imply/ɪmˈplaɪ/verb.   To communicate an idea or feeling 

without saying it directly. *I'm not implying anything 

about your cooking, but could we eat out tonight?  

** Insinuar   

importance /ɪmˈpɔː.təns/ noun.  The quality of 

being important. *Importance of real life…   **Importância  

improve /ɪmˈpruːv/ verb.  To get better or to make 

something better. *I am not good at English. I want to 

improve my language skills. **Melhorar  

inaccessible/ˌɪnəkˈsesəbl/adjective. 

Impossible or extremely difficult to get to. * Your house is an 

inaccessible place. **Inacessível   

inanimate /ɪˈnænɪmət/ adjective.   Not alive. * The fish in 

the aquarium seemed inanimate. **Inanimado 

inclusive /ɪnˈkluːsɪv/ adjective. Including or covering all the 

services, facilities, or items normally expected or required. 

*We live in a more inclusive society than we did say twenty 

years ago and I feel, on this issue, society should also move 

with the times. **Inclusivo 
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increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ verb.  For a quantity, the act of becoming 

larger.  *There has been an increase in the number of 

accidents. **Aumentar  

individual /ˌɪndɪˈvɪdʒuəl/ noun. A single human being is 

distinct from a group, class, or family.  *Each individual 

user has a password. **Individual  

inequality /ˌɪnɪˈkwɒləti/ noun.  A situation in which some 

groups in a society have more advantages than others. 

 *Inequality between the sexes ** Desigualdade  

inference/ˈɪnfərəns/noun. A fact that 

you decide is true because of the information that you 

have. *What inferences can we draw from this?

 **Inferência  

informatics /ˌɪnfəˈmætɪks/ noun.  Information science. 

*Informatic sector is growing rapidly. **Informático  

information /ˌɪnfəˈmeɪʃən/ noun. Facts about a situation, 

person, event, etc. *Police are urging anyone with 

information about the crime to contact them.

 **Informação  

Information Communication Technologies (ICT) 

/ˌaɪsiːˈti/noun.   Abbreviation for information and 

communication technology: the use of computers and 

other electronic equipment to store and send information. 

*Nowadays ICT is one of the important issues in education. 

  **Tecnologias de informação e comunicação  (TIC)   
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influence /ˈɪnfluəns/noun.  Someone or something that has 

an effect on another person or thing. *His grandfather 

was a strong influence on him. **Influência  

initial/ɪˈnɪʃəl/adjective. First, or happening at 

the beginning. *Child's initial education begins in the 

family. **Inicial 

innovate /ˈɪn.ə.veɪt/ verb.  To introduce changes and new 

ideas.  *The fashion industry is always desperate to 

innovate. **Inovar  

innovation /ˌɪnəʊˈveɪʃən/ noun. The action or process of 

innovating. *With the innovation kids discover new ways 

to realise their dreams. **Inovação  

innovative /ˈɪnəvətɪv/ adjective. Using new methods or 

ideas. *An innovative approach to programme making

 ** Inovador  

integral /ˈɪn.tɪ.ɡrəl/adjective. contained within something; 

not separate. ** Integral 

integrate /ˈɪntɪɡreɪt/verb. To become part of a group or 

society, or to help someone do this. *After a few weeks of 

training he was fully integrated into the team. [ T ] to 

combine two or more things to make something more 

effective. *There are plans to integrate the two schools.   

** Integrar  
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interconnected/ ɪn.tə.kəˈnek.tɪd/adjective. with different 

parts or things 

connected or 

related to each 

other. 

**Interconectado 

 

 

 

 

 

interdisciplinary/ ɪn.təˈdɪs.ɪ.plɪ.nər.i/ adjective. / Involving 

two or more different subjects or areas of knowledge . *An 

interdisciplinary approach  to the problem.  

** Interdisciplinar 
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Disciplines deal with and develop different dimensions of knowledge 

such as historical knowledge, theoretical 

knowledge, and empirical knowledge (Weller, 

2007). The concept of interdisciplinary can be 

seen as a collaboration between various 

disciplines that contribute to the achievement 

of a common result and together enable the 

emergence and advancement of new 

knowledge (Holley, 2019). A concrete example 

can be given to this situation: While determining 

the shape of the kite in a kite design activity 

includes the disciplines of mathematics and 

visual arts, the selection of materials that will 

allow it to take off more easily can be 

associated with science (Kruk, 2019). In this 

process, connections from other disciplines can 

be established as seen in the example (Figure 1). 

 

intercultural. / ˌɪn.təˈkʌl.tʃər.əl/. adjective. Relating to or 

involving more than one culture. *Our mobility will be 

intercultural. ** Intercultural  

interrelate /ɪn.tə.rɪˈleɪt/verb. to be connected in such a 

way that each thing has an effect on or depends on the 

other. ** Interrelacionar 

inspector /ɪnˈspek.tər/noun.  Someone whose job is 

to officially inspect something. *We have school 

inspectors in Portugal. **Inspetor  

inspire/ɪnˈspaɪər/verb.  To make someone feel that 

they want to do something and can do it.*My teacher 

inspired me to become a preschool teacher. ** Inspirar  
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instinct/ˈɪnstɪŋkt/noun.  The way 

someone naturally reacts or behaves, without having 

to think or learn about it. *A mother's instinct 

to protect her children. **Instinto  

intellectual/ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl/ noun. Using 

or relating to your ability to think and understand things

 intellectual and physical development.

 **Intelectual  

intellectual autonomy/ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl ɔːˈtɒnəmi/ noun.  

 Intellectual autonomy is a willingness and ability to 

think for oneself. A person with this virtue is not overly 

dependent on others when it comes to forming her beliefs.  

*She is not a mere receptacle for information and ideas 

deposited by others.  **Autonomia intelectual  

intellectual courage /ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl ˈ ˈkʌrɪdʒ/ The willingness 

to face and fairly assess ideas, beliefs, or viewpoints to 

which we have not given a serious hearing, regardless of 

our strong negative reactions to them. *We need 

intellectual empathy to understand others' beliefs. 

** Coragem intelectual  

intellectual empathy /ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl ˈempəθi/   

Understanding the need to imaginatively put oneself in the 

place of others to genuinely understand them. We must 

recognize our egocentric tendency to identify truth with 

our immediate perceptions or long standing beliefs. 

 *Intellectual empathy correlates with the ability to 
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accurately reconstruct the viewpoints and reasoning of 

others and to reason from premises, assumptions, and ideas 

other than our own. ** Empatia intelectual  

intellectual humility /ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl   hjuːˈmɪləti/ noun.

 Intellectual humility is often described as an 

intellectual virtue, along with other perceived virtues such 

as open-mindedness, intellectual courage and integrity, 

and in contrast to proposed intellectual vices, such as pride 

and arrogance. ** Humildade Intelectual  

intellectual integrity /ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl   ɪnˈteɡrəti/ noun.

 Intellectual Integrity is defined as the importance of 

being true to one's own rational thinking and to maintain 

the same standards in attitude towards others which one 

expects from others. A person with good intellectual 

integrity means that he/she will use logic and reasons for 

making judgements in most of the cases. a woman 

of intellectual integrity ** Integridade intelectual  

intellectual perseverance /ˌɪntəlˈektjuəl /ˌpɜːsɪˈvɪərəns/ 

noun. Intellectual perseverance can be defined as the 

disposition to work one's way through intellectual 

complexities despite the frustration inherent in the task. 

*Some intellectual problems are complex and cannot be 

easily intelectual y solved. **Perseverança intelectual  

intelligence/ɪnˈtel.ɪ.dʒəns/noun. 

The ability to learn, understand, and make judgments or 

have opinions that are based on reason. *It's the 
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intelligence of her writing that impresses me.

 **Inteligência   

9 Types of intelligence 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

interaction /ɪn.təˈræk.ʃən/ noun. An occasion when two or 

more people or things communicate with or react to each 

other. *The play follows the interactions of three very 

different characters. **Interação  

interest /ˈɪn.trəst/noun.  The feeling of wanting to give 

attention to something or discover more about it.  *Paula 
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had an interest in the media and wanted to become a 

journalist. **Interesse  

interpersonal /ˌɪn.təˈpɜː.sən.əl/ adjective.  Connected with 

relationships between people: *Interpersonal social 

intelligent people agree on the person of all ages. 

 **Interpessoal  

interpret /ɪnˈtɜːprɪt/ verb.  To explain or decide what you 

think a particular phrase, performance, action, etc means. 

 *His comments were interpreted as an attack on 

the government. ** Interpretar  

intrinsic /ɪnˈtrɪnsɪk/ adjective.  [ always before noun ] An 

intrinsic quality or thing forms part of the basic character of 

something or someone. * Drama is an intrinsic part of the 

school's curriculum. **Intrinseco        

intuition/ˌɪntjuˈɪʃən/noun. The feeling that 

you know something without being able to explain why. 

*Her approach to childcare is based on intuition. ** 

Intuição   

invention /ɪnˈven.ʃən/noun.      Something that has never 

been made before.  *Nicola Tesla discovered many 

inventions for humanity. **Invenção  

inventor /ɪnˈventər/ noun  someone who designs and 

makes new things I want to be a well-known inventor. 

**Inventor  
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involve /ɪnˈvɒlv/ verb If a situation or activity involves 

something, that thing is a necessary part of it.

 The trips often involve a lot of walking. **Envolver  

irrational /ɪˈræʃənəl/ adjective

 Irrational feelings and actions are based on your e

motions and not on good reasons.

 an irrational fear of flying . **Irracional  

 

J 

jeopardy  /ˈdʒep.ə.di/ noun That could lead to major 

damage or destroy things or situations The Lives of 

thousands of birds are in jeopardy as a result of the oil spill.

  ** Perigo  

job-shadowing/dʒɒb ˈʃædəʊing/ noun. An educational 

program where college students or other adults can learn 

about a particular occupation or profession to see if it 

might be suitable for them. Let's have a job shadowing 

program at one school, like a school visit.**job-shadowing 

judgement /ˈdʒʌdʒmənt/ noun an opinion about 

someone or something that you decide on after 

thinking carefully. 

*The inspector needs to make a judgement about how 

the school is performing. ** Julgamento  
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K  

key  /kiː/ noun. a piece of metal cut into a particular 

shape and used for locking things such as doors, or for 

starting an engine I made a spare key. English is the key. 

** Chave  

know /nəʊ/ verb.to have knowledge or information about 

something in your mind Do you know the boy that Jorge 

is studying? ** Conhecer  

knowledge/ˈnɒlɪdʒ/noun.  Information and understanding 

that you have in your mind Teachers must develop 

knowledge on their fields ** Conhecimento 

 

L 

lament /ləˈment/ verb.  To say that you are disappointed 

about a situation. * He was lamenting the fact that so few 

people read fiction nowadays.     ** Lamentar  

later (on) /ˈleɪtər/adverb.   After some time. * I'm off now - 

see you later. If you're busy now we could do it later on.

 ** Mais tarde  

                                                  

leadership /ˈliːdəʃɪp/ noun. The action of leading a group of 

people or an organisation. *Different styles of leadership.  
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** Liderança   

learn lɜːn/ verb.  To get knowledge or skill in a 

new subject or activity. *Child learns from child.

 **Aprender  

learner /ˈlɜːnər/noun.  Someone who is getting 

knowledge or a new skill.  *We are learners of the English 

language in this class. ** Aprendiz  

learning./ˈlɜː.nɪŋ/noun. the activity of obtaining 

knowledge. * The idea with young children is to integrate 

learning with play ** Aprendizagem  

 

Different Learning Styles 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/idea
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/young
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/children
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/integrate
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/play
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lecture/ˈlektʃər/ noun. A formal talk given to 

a group of people in order to teach them about a subject. 

 *I try to go to lectures about preschool.   **Palestra 

  

legal /ˈliːɡl/ adjective.  Relating to the law.  *It is 

perfectly legal to charge extra for these services. 

** Legal  

lesson /lesən/ noun.  A period of time when 

a teacher teaches people.  *What time was your 

lesson?     **Lição  

level /ˈlevəl/ noun. The height of something.  *Blood 

alcohol level 22 promil.   **Nível   

light /laɪt/ noun. The brightness that shines from the sun, 

from fire, or from electrical equipment, allowing you 

to see things.  *Light was streaming in through 

the open door. ** Luz 

line /laɪn/  noun.  A long, thin mark.    *Let’s draw a 

horizontal/straight/vertical line. ** Linha  

linguistic /lɪŋˈɡwɪs.tɪk/ adjective.  Connected with 

language or the study of language.  *I take care of the 

linguistic development of children.   ** Linguístico/a  
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link /lɪŋk/ noun.   A connection between two people, 

things, or ideas.  * Click on this link 

to visit our online bookstore. ** Ligação 

literacy/ˈlɪtərəsi/ noun.  The ability to read and write.  *In 

Portugal literacy is %95. ** Literacia  

live /lɪv/ verb.  Located in life itself, which can, living.

  *I hope I live to see my grandchildren. ** Viver  

logic /ˈlɒdʒɪk/ noun.  The use of reason, or 

the science of using reason. * It was difficult to understand 

the logic behind his argument.  ** Lógica 

long-term planning/  noun. A long-term planning is about 

setting a process by which a particular strategic plan will 

be achieved. *This process focuses on activities that start 

now and continue well into the future. ** Planificação a 

longo prazo    

 

M  

magazine /ˌmæɡəˈziːn/ noun.  

A thin book published every week or month, that has 

shiny, colourful pages with articles and pictures.  *A 

fashion/news magazine ** Revista  
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management /ˈmænɪdʒmən/noun.    Being in control of 

an office, shop, team, etc.  *Support the 

management teacher. ** Gestão  

mandatory /ˈmæn.də.tər.i/ adjective.  If something is 

mandatory, it must be done.  *It is mandatory for blood 

banks to test all donated blood for the virus.** Obrigatório  

manipulate /məˈnɪpjəleɪt/ verb.     To control someone or 

something in a clever way so that they do what 

you want them to do.  *She knows how to manipulate 

the press. ** Manipular  

manner/ˈmænər/noun. The way in which 

a person talks and behaves with other people

 an aggressive/friendly manner ** Maneira/ Modo 

map/mæp/ noun.   

A picture that shows where countries, towns, roads, rivers, 

etc are. *A large-scale map of Europe. ** Mapa  

matching/ˈmætʃɪŋ/ noun. Having the same colour or 

pattern as something else.   *She wore purple shorts and a 

matching T-shirt. ** A combinar  

material /məˈtɪəriəl/ noun A solid substance from which 

things can be made. *Crude oil is used as the raw 

material for making plastics. ** Material  
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maths /mæθ/ noun. The study or science of numbers and 

shapes. *We are here to learn how to combine Maths 

and Science in our lessons. **Matemática 

matter /ˈmæt.ər/  noun.  a situation or subject that is being 

dealt with or considered. *Rui denied any knowledge of 

the matter. ** assunto/matéria  

mean /miːn/ verb.  To have a particular meaning.

 *What does 'perpendicular' mean?** Significar   

meaning /ˈmiːnɪŋ/ noun.   The meaning of words, signs, or 

actions is what they express or represent. *The word 

'squash' has several meanings. ** Significado 

meaningful /ˈmiːnɪŋfəl/ adjective. Having 

a clear meaning that people can understand. *Teachers 

must provide students with meaningful materials.

 **Significativo  

measure /ˈmeʒər/ verb.    To find the size, weight, amount, 

or speed of something. *I've measured all the windows.

 ** Medir  

meeting/ˈmiː.tɪŋ/ noun. 

A planned occasion when people come together 

to discuss something *Today, we are having a 

meeting to talk about our problems. ** Reunião  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/deny
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/knowledge
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memorise /ˈmeməraɪz/ verb. To learn something so 

that you remember it exactly. *Preschool children can 

memorise numbers. ** Memorizar  

memory /ˈmeməri/ noun. Your ability to remember.

 *John has an amazing memory for historical facts.

 ** Memória  

mental/ˈmen.təl/ adjective.   Relating to the mind, 

or involving the process of thinking.  *The family has a 

history of mental disorder. ** Mental  

 

Mental block  
 
A mental block is an uncontrollable 
suppression, or repression of painful 
or unwanted thoughts/memories.  
(** bloqueio mental ) 
 
Also can be an inability to continue or 
complete a train of thought, as in the 
case of writer's block.  

 

metacognition/ˌmet.ə.kɒɡˈnɪʃ.ən/noun. 

Knowledge and understanding of your own thinking. *The 

development of metacognition is one of the most popular 

topics.  ** Metacognição  
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Competency Model  

 

 
metacognitive  /ˌmet.əˈkɒɡ.nə.tɪv/ noun.   Of or relating to 

metacognition (= knowledge and understanding of your 

own thinking):  *Students who used the metacognitive 

strategy of effective organisation performed 

comparatively well in the test.   **metacognitivo 
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8 Metacognitive Skills  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

method /ˈmeθəd/ noun. A specific approach to 

accomplish organisation management goals. *He 

adopted new methods to teach English. **Método  

methodical /məˈθɒdɪkəl/ adjective. Done according 

to a systematic or established form of procedure.
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 *You're a careful, methodical person, and you work 

hard at making things work. ** Metódico  

methodology /ˌmeθəˈdɒlədʒi/  noun. A system of ways 

of doing, teaching, or studying something discover 

the new. *Methodology is very important for science. ** 

Metodologia  

mind /maɪnd/ noun.   The part of a person that makes 

it possible for him or her to think, feel emotions, 

and understand things.   *I just said the first thing 

that came into my mind. ** Mente  

ministry /ˈmɪnɪstri/ noun.  A government department that 

has a particular area of responsibility. *The ministry of 

family and social policies will be allotted about $6 million 

less this year. ** Ministério 

monologue /ˈmɒnəlɒɡ/ noun. A long speech by one 

person, often in a performance. *Learners have a 

tendency to monologues. ** Monólogo  

Moodle /ˈmuː.dəl/ trademark. Moodle is the centrally 

supported online teaching and learning platform of the 

University of Waikato, maintained by the Centre for Tertiary 

Teaching and Learning (CeTTL). *We can use the Moodle 

platform in our lessons for e-learning. ** Moodle 

mother tongue/ˈmʌðər  tʌŋ/ noun.  The first language that 

you learn when you are a child.  *I love the mother 

tongue. ** Língua Materna  
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motivate /ˈməʊtɪveɪt/ verb. To make someone enthusiastic 

about doing something. [ + to do sth ] *Teaching is all about 

motivating people to learn . ** Motivar  

motivation /ˌməʊtɪˈveɪʃən/ noun.   Enthusiasm for doing 

something.  *There is a lack of motivation among the staff.

 ** Motivação  

movie /ˈmuːvi/ noun.  A film.  *The movie yesterday 

was so boring. **Movie  

multidisciplinary /mʌl.ti.dɪs.əˈplɪn.ər./adjective . involving 

different subjects of study in one activity. * Our project can 

be multidisciplinary ** Multidisciplinar  

multiple /ˈmʌltɪpl/ adjective. With several parts. 

 *Gardner's proposed model is multiple intelligences.

 ** Múltiplo   

 

N 

narrow-minded /ˌnærəʊˈmaɪndɪd/ adjective.  Not willing 

to accept new ideas or opinions different from your own. 

 *He is a narrow-minded person who accepts new 

ideas. ** “Mente estreita”  

natural/ˈnætʃ.ər.əl/ noun.  Found in nature, related to 

nature, situated in nature. *People say that breast-feeding 

is better than bottle-feeding because it's more natural.

 **Natural    
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nature /ˈneɪtʃər/ noun. The phenomena of the physical 

world collectively, including plants, animals, the 

landscape, and other features and products of the earth, 

as opposed to humans or human creations. *In nature, 

children become children with creative self-confident 

problem-solving. ** Natureza  

necessary /ˈnesəsəri/ adjective. Required to be 

done,achieved, or present; needed;essential. *Try not to 

spend more money than necessary. ** Necessário  

necessity /nəˈsesəti/ noun.  The fact of being required or 

indispensable.  *Health care is not a golf game, it's a 

human necessity. ** Necessidade  

network  /ˈnetwɜːk/ noun.  A system or group of connected 

parts.  *a network of cables/tunnels. **Rede  

notion /ˈnəʊ.ʃən/ noun.  A belief or idea[ + that ].   * The 

show's director rejects the 

notion that seeing violence on television has 

a harmful effect on children.  **Noção  

Nursery /ˈnɜː.sər.i/ noun a place where young children 

and babies are taken care of while their parents are at 

work.   Does Sérgio go to a nursery ** Creche  

O 

object /ˈɒbdʒɪkt/ noun.  A thing that you 

can see or touch but that is usually not alive. *In English the 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/place
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/young
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/children
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/baby
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/care
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/their
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/parent
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese/work
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verb precedes the object. *Name the objects in the class. 

** Objeto  

objective /əbˈdʒektɪv/ noun.   "something that you are 

trying to achieve " *His main objective was 

to increase profits. ** Objetivo  

obligatory /əˈblɪɡətəri/ adjective. If something is 

obligatory, you must do it because of a rule, or because 

everyone else does it.  * Obligatory military service

 **Obrigatório  

observation/ˌɒb.zəˈveɪ.ʃən/ noun.   

The act of observing something or someone.

 *The book is full of interesting observations on/abou

t the nature of musical composition. ** Observação  

observe əbˈzɜːv/ verb.  To watch carefully the way 

something happens or the way someone does something, 

especially in order to learn more about it.  *My son and I 

observe the movements of the stars. ** Observar  

obstacle /ˈɒb.stə.kəl/ noun.  Something 

that blocks you so that movement, going forward, 

or action is prevented or made more difficult. 

*The biggest obstacle in our way was a tree trunk in 

the road. ** Obstáculo  

obtain /əbˈteɪn/ verb.  To get something.  *It is so 

difficult to obtain these parts.  ** Obter  
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online course/ ˈɒn.laɪn kɔːs/ noun. A course of study in 

which you study at home, receiving, and sending off work 
by post, email.** Curso através da internet 

 

on the other hand /ˈʌðər hænd/ conjunction.  Used when 

you are comparing two different ideas or opinions. *On 

the one hand, computer games develop many skills, but 

on the other, they mean kids don't get enough exercise .   

** Por outro lado  

operation /ˌɒpərˈeɪʃən/ noun.  The methods or practice 

by which actions are done.  *The operation resulted 

in success. There are 4 types of operation in Maths. ** 

Operação  

opponent /əˈpəʊnənt/noun.  Someone who 

you compete against in a game or competition.

 *He beat his opponent six games to two. 

**Oponente   

opportunity /ˌɒpəˈtjuːnəti/ noun. A situation in which it 

is possible for you to do something, or a possibility of doing 

something.  *I think everyone should be given the same 

opportunities.  ** Oportunidade  

oppose/əˈpəʊz/verb. To disagree with 

a plan or activity and to try to change or stop it.  *The 

committee opposed a proposal to allow women to join the 

club. ** Opor-se  
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ordinary /ˈɔːdənəri/ adjective.  Not special, different, 

or unusual in any way.  *I had a very 

ordinary childhood.  ** Ordinário / Normal  

orienteering /ôriənˈti(ə)ring/ noun.  A competitive sport in 

which participants find their way to various checkpoints 

across rough countries with the aid of a map and compass, 

the winner being the one with the lowest elapsed time. 

 *Child with orienteering learns to act under pressure.

 ** Orientação  

original/əˈrɪdʒənəl/ adjective. 

Special and interesting because of not being the same 

as others.  *Children create original products in art 

activities. **Original  

outcome /ˈaʊtkʌm/ noun.  The final result of an activity or 

process. *The outcome of an election.  ** Resultado  

outdoor /ˌaʊtˈdɔːr/ adjective.  Done, situated, or used 

out of doors. *Outdoors games allow children to relax 

spiritually and mentally. ** Ar livre /Exterior  

overcome /ˌəʊvəˈkʌm/verb.  To deal with and control 

a problem or feeling.  *Let's hope she overcomes her 

shyness.  ** Superar  

ownership /ˈoʊ.nɚ.ʃɪp/ noun.  The fact that you own 

something:   *Students can learn ownership. ** Propriedade 

/ Titularidade  
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P 

page/peɪdʒ/noun. A piece of paper in a book, magazine, 

etc, or one side of a piece of paper.  *The article is on 

page 36. **Página  

parent /peərənt/ noun.  A father or mother. *My 

parents live next to me. ** Pai ou mãe 

parental involvement /pəˈren.təl ɪnˈvɒlv.mənt/ noun. The 

state of being involved in an activity or event by parents. 

*Parental involvement is a must for us. We need their help.

 ** Envolvimento parental  

participant /pɑːˈtɪsɪpənt/ noun.  Someone who is involved 

in an activity.  *We are 10 participants from Porto, Portugal 

to have a course in Mersin, Turkiye.  ** Participante  

participate/pɑːˈtɪs.ɪ.peɪt/verb. to take part in or become 

involved in an activity. * I participate in the work.  

** Participar  

particular /pəˈtɪkjələr/ adjective.  Used to talk about one 

thing or person and not others.  * Is there any particular 

restaurant you'd like to go to? "Why did you ask?" "No 

particular reason.  ** Particular  

 patience/ˈpeɪʃəns/ noun. The quality of 

being able to stay calm and not get angry, especially 

when something takes a long time. *Finally, 

I lost my patience and shouted at her. ** Paciência  
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pattern/ˈpætən/ noun. A drawing or shape that helps you 

to make something. *The pattern of family life has 

been changing over recent years. ** Padrão  

pedagogue/ˈpedəɡɒɡ/noun. A teacher, usually a very 

strict one. ** Pedagogo 

pedagogical/ˌped.əˈɡɒdʒ.ɪkəl/adjective.  

Relating to the methods and theory of teaching. 

*Some educators question the 

pedagogical value of rote learning.**Pedagógico  

peer  /pɪər/noun.   Someone who is the same age, or who 

has the same social position or abilities as other members 

of a group.  *Most teenagers want to 

be accepted by their peers. ** Pares  

percent /pəˈsent/ adjective. For or out of every 100, 

shown by the symbol %. *A 40 percent increase in 

prices.  ** Por cento (percentagem) 

personal /ˈpɜːsənəl/ adjective.  Relating to 

or belonging to a particular person.  *I want to analyse 

personal experience. ** Pessoal  

perspective /pəˈspektɪv/ noun. The way you think about 

something. *Being unemployed has made 

me see things from a different perspective. ** Perspetiva  

physical /ˈfɪz.ɪ.kəl/ adjective. Relating to the body. *I 

don't enjoy physical activities.  ** Física  
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place /pleɪs/ noun.  A position, building, town, area, etc. 

*She returned to her place at the table. ** Lugar  

plan /plæn/ noun. An arrangement for what you intend to 

do or how you intend to do something. *Do you have a 

plan for tomorrow? ** Plano  

play /pleɪ/ noun.   Activity engaged in for enjoyment and 

recreation, especially by children. *She likes to play 

with people's emotions. ** Brincar/ Jogar  

playground/ˈpleɪɡraʊnd/noun.  

An area of land where children can play, especially at sch

ool.  *Our classroom is a playground for children at 

school. **Parque infantil / Área de recreio 

Podcast /ˈpɒdkɑːst/ noun.  A recording that you can listen 

to on your computer or MP3 player from a website. You can 

also sign up to (= say that you want to receive) a podcast 

which is then updated (= new information is added to it) 

through the Internet when you plug your MP3 player into a 

computer. *You can download the weekly Business News 

as a podcast. ** Podcast  

point of view /ˌpɔɪnt əv ˈvjuː/noun. A way of thinking about 

a situation. * From a medical point of view, there was no 

need for the operation. **Ponto de vista  

policy /ˈpɒləsi/noun.  A set of ideas or a plan of what to do 

in particular situations that has been agreed by a 
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government, business, etc. *My uncle was thrown into 

policy. ** Política  

pollute/pəˈluːt/ verb.  To make an area or substance, 

usually air, water, or soil, dirty or harmful to people, animals, 

and plants, especially by adding harmful chemicals.

 *The pesticides used on many farms are polluting 

the water supply. ** Poluir  

pollution /ˈdɜːti/ noun.  Damage caused to water, air, etc 

by harmful substances or waste.  *Air pollution kills more 

than 20,000 people a year. ** Poluição  

position/pəˈzɪʃən/ noun. The way someone 

is sitting, standing, or lying, or if something is pointing up or 

down, etc. *I go to sleep on my back but I 

always wake up in a different position. ** Posição  

potential/pəˈtenʃəl/ noun. Qualities or abilities that 

may develop and allow someone or something 

to succeed.  *We can make use of multiple intelligences to 

uncover the potential of children. ** Potencial  

powerful /ˈpaʊə.fəl/ adjective.  Having a lot 

of power to control people and events. *The president is 

more powerful than the prime minister. ** Poderoso   

practical/ˈpræktɪkəl/adjective. 

Relating to real situations or actions and not 

to thoughts or ideas.  Practical intelligence is 

important in mathematics. ** Prático  
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practice /ˈpræk.tɪs/ noun.  “To do or play something 

regularly or repeatedly in order to become skilled at it. 

*How do you intend to put these proposals into practice, 

Mohamed? ** Prática 

precision /prɪˈsɪʒən/ noun. The quality of being 

very exact and accurate. *She parked the car with great 

precision. ** Precisão  

prediction /prɪˈdɪkʃən/ noun.  The act of saying what 

you think will happen in the future. *I wouldn't like 

to make any predictions about the result of this match.

 ** Previsão  

prejudice /ˈpredʒədɪs/ noun.  The feeling of 

not liking a group of people orunfair treatment of them 

because they are a different race, sex, religion, etc.

 *prejudice against women ** Preconceito  

premise/ˈpremɪs/ noun. An idea that you use 

to support another theory.*It was a false premis.** Premissa  

preparation /ˌprepərˈeɪʃən/noun. The things that you do or 

the time that you spend preparing for something. 

 *They have good preparation. ** Preparação 

prepare/prɪˈpeər/ verb.  To get someone or 

something ready for something that will happen in 

the future. *Teachers prepare children for tomorrow.

 ** Preparar  
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preschool/ˈpriː.skuːl/ noun. Of or relating to children who 

are between about three and five years old and have 

not yet gone to school, and their activities. *I am a 

preschool  teacher. I teach preschool children. **Pré-

escolar  

presentation /ˌprezənˈteɪʃən/noun.  The way 

something is arranged or shown to people.

 *Presentation is important if 

you want people to buy your products. ** Apresentação 

pressure/ˈpreʃər/noun. The force that 

a liquid or gas produces when it presses against an area 

air to an area of air force is called air pressure.  ** Pressão  

pretend /prɪˈtend/ verb.  To behave as if something is true 

when it is not [ + (that) ] *I can't pretend that I like him.  

**Fingir 

primarily/ praɪˈmer.əl.i/adverb. Mainly. Principalmente.  

primary school /ˈpraɪməri/ /skuːl/ noun.  

A school for children aged 5 to 11. *He is going to 

primary school. Ilkokul ** Escola Primária / 1º Ciclo  

principal/ˈprɪn.sə.pəl/ adjective. First 

in order of importance. *Portugal's the principal export 

of tourism. ** Principal  

principle/ˈprɪnsəpl/noun.  
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A rule or belief that influences your behaviour and which 

is based on what you think is right.   

*He must be punished - it's a matter of principle. ** Princípio  

Probability/ˌprɒbəˈbɪləti/ noun.  How likely it is that 

something will happen.  *What's the probability 

of winning? ** Probabilidade  

problem/ˈprɒbləm/ noun.  

A situation that causes difficulties and that needs to 

be dealt with. *I like maths problems.

 **Problema  

problem-solving/ˈprɒb. ləm sɒlvin/noun.  

 The process of finding solutions to problems problem-

solving abilities/skills/strategies. *The programme offers 

training in basic problem-solving strategies and is suitable 

for all levels. ** Resolução de problemas  

process/ˈprəʊses/noun. A series of actions that you take 

in order to achieve a result. *Buying a house can be 

a long and complicated process.  ** Processo  

produce/prəˈdʒuːs/verb. to make something or bring 

something into existence.  ** Produzir.  

product/prəˈdʒuːs/something that is made to be sold, 

usually something that is produced by an industrial process 

or, less commonly, something that is grown or obtained 

through farming ** Produto 
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production/prəˈdʌk.ʃən/ noun. the process of making or 

growing goods to be sold.  ** Produção 

productive/prəˈdʌk.tɪv/adjective. relating to the ability to 

produce language, rather than just understand it. 

**Produtivo 

 

productivity/ˌprɒdʌkˈtɪvəti/noun. The rate at 

which goods are produced. *Artistic activities 

increase productivity. ** Produtividade  

professional/prəˈfeʃ.ən.əl/adjective. 

Relating to work that needs special training or education. 

*It would look more professional if the letter was typed.

 ** Profissional  

project/prɒdʒekt/noun.  A carefully planned piece of wor

k that has a particular purpose.  *The project that we are 

working on now. **Projeto  

project management /ˈprɒdʒ.ekt ˈmæn.ɪdʒ.mənt/ noun.   

The activity of organising and controlling a project.   *I can 

try to develop myself about project management.

 **Gestão do projeto 

promote /prəˈməʊt/ verb .  To encourage something 

to happen or develop. *to promote good 

health/peace. ** Promover  
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proof /pruːf/ noun. A fact or piece of information that shows 

that something exists or is true. *She showed us 

her passport as proof of her identity. ** Prova 

provide  /prəʊˈvaɪd/ verb. To supply something to 

someone. *It is necessary to provide some materials to 

bring into action the activities of Maria Montessori.  

** Fornecer  

provision /prəˈvɪʒ.ən/ noun. The act of providing 

something. *Provision is delivered in separate settings for 

younger and older children.       ** Provisão   

psychology /saɪˈkɒl.ə.dʒi/ noun. The scientific study of the 

way the human mind works and how it 

influences behaviour, or the influence of 

a particular person's character on their behaviour.

 *She studied psychology at Porto University.   

** Psicologia  

punishment /ˈpʌn.ɪʃ.mənt/ noun. The act of punishing 

someone: *Can be used to discipline the kids' reward and 

punishment. ** Punição   

pupil /ˈpjuːpəl/ noun. A student at school.

 *The school has 1,100 pupils aged 11 to 18. ** Aluno  

purpose /ˈpɜːpəs/ noun. Why you do something or why 

something exists. *The main purpose of the meeting is to 
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discuss the future of the company. ** Propósito/finalidade 

  

puzzle /ˈpʌzl/ noun.  A game or activity in which you have 

to put pieces together or answer questions using skill. *I 

love puzzles. ** Puzzle 

 

 

Q       

QR Code /kjuːˈɑː kəʊd/ noun. A pattern of black-and-

white squares that is printed on something and that can be 

read by some types of mobile phone to give information to 

the user of the phone.   

qualification/kwɑː.lə.fəˈkeɪ.ʃən/noun. 

An official record showing that you have finished a training 

course or have the necessary skills, etc.*Qualification is 

more important than quantity in education. **Qualificação  

qualitative /ˈkwɒlɪtətɪv/ adjective. Relating to how good 

something is and not how much of it there is. *There are 

qualitative differences in the way children and adults think.

     ** Qualitativo  

quality /ˈkwɒl.ə.ti/ noun. How good or bad something is. 

*Their products are of very high quality. ** Qualidade  
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quantity /ˈkwɒntəti/ noun. The amount or number of 

something. *A vast quantity of information is available on 

the Internet. ** Quantidade 

question /ˈkwestʃən/ noun.  A sentence or phrase 

that asks you for information. *There were twenty questions 

in the exam yesterday. ** Pergunta  

question /ˈkwes. tʃən/ verb.  To ask a person about 

something, especially officially. *Several men were 

questioned by police yesterday about the burglary.  

**Perguntar / Questionar  

 

R 

rapidly/ˈræpɪd/ adverb.  Happening or moving very 

quickly. *The announcer can talk rapidly. 

**Rapidamente   

rational /ˈræʃənəl/ adjective. Based on facts and not 

affected by someone's emotions or imagination.  *a 

rational argument/debate/explanation. ** Racional  

react /re'act/ verb. To return an impulse or impression.

 *Tom was too stunned to react. ** Reagir  

reaction /riˈækʃən/noun.  Something you say, feel, or do 

because of something that has happened. *In 

summer, allergic reactions to the sun can be seen in 

children. ** Reação  
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ready /ˈredi/ adjective. Prepared for doing something.

 *Children should be ready for school. ** Pronto  

realise/ˈrɪə.laɪz/verb. to understand a situation, sometimes 

suddenly. * I realised that book. ** Perceber 

 

reason/ˈriːzən/ noun. The facts about why something 

happens or why someone does something. * Is there any 

particular reason why he doesn't want to come? *He left 

without giving a reason.*That was the reason for telling her. 

** Justificação / Razão / Motivo  

reasoning /ˈriːzənɪŋ/ adjective. Perspective of problem 

solving. *I don't understand the reasoning 

behind this decision. ** Raciocínio  

reciprocity /ˌres.ɪˈprɒs.ə.ti/noun. Behaviour in which two 

people or groups of people give each other help and 

advantages. Relationships are based on respect and 

reciprocity. ** Reciprocidade  

recognise /ˈrekəɡnaɪz/ verb. to know someone or 

something because you have seen or experienced them 

before. *I recognized her from her picture, she has the 

same hair and clothes. ** Reconhecer  

reconfigure /ˌriːkənˈfɪɡər/ verb. To change the structure or 

arrangement of something.  *They will reconfigure this web 

page. ** Reconfigurar   
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reflection /rɪˈflek.ʃən/ noun. The image of something in 

a mirror or on any reflective surface. *He 

put silver foil around the fire to increase heat reflection.

 ** Reflexão  

reforms in the education /rɪˈfɔːms in ðiː edʒ.uˈkeɪ.ʃən/ noun.

 Regulations and innovations in the field of 

education.  *Our country needs new reforms in 

education. ** Reformas na educação  

regarding to /rɪˈɡɑːdɪŋ/ preposition.  About 

or relating to. *The things that Maria Montessori says 

regarding childhood are amazing. ** Em relação a  

register/ˈredʒɪstər/ verb.  To put information about 

someone or something, especially a name, on an official 

list. *Students need to register for the course by the end 

of April. ** Registar   

regulation /ˌreɡ.jəˈleɪ.ʃən/noun. An official rule or 

the act of controlling something.

 *The correct procedure is laid down in 

the rules and regulations. ** Regulação  

rehabilitatio/ˌbɪl.ɪˈteɪ.ʃən/ noun.

 The process of returning to a healthy or good way 

of life, or the process of helping someone to do this after 

they have been in prison, been very ill. *Many amputees in 

the early stages of their rehabilitation feel despair. ** 

Reabilitação  
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relevant /ˈrel.ə.vənt/ adjective.   Connected with what 

is happening or being discussed:  *Education should be 

relevant to the child's needs.  ** Relevante  

religion studies/rɪˈlɪdʒ.ən/ noun.  Is an academic field 

devoted to research into religious beliefs, behaviours. *He 

is taking religion studies. ** Estudos  de religião/religiosos 

reluctant /rɪˈlʌktənt/ adjective.  Not wanting to do 

something. *Participate in the game yourself. It will be fun, 

and seeing you play may encourage students who may be 

reluctant to play. ** Relutante  

remain/rɪˈmeɪn/ verb. To continue to exist when 

everything or everyone else has gone.

 *Most commentators expect the basic rate of tax t

o remain at 25 percent. ** Permanecer   

remember /rɪˈmembər/ verb.  If you remember a fact or 

something from the past, you keep it in your mind, 

or bring it back into your mind. *I can't remember his name. 

** Relembrar  

repeat /rɪˈpiːt/ verb.  To say or do something more than 

once. *The test must be repeated several times.** Repetir  

require /rɪˈkwaɪər/ verb. To need or demand something. 

*Going to Prague or Helsinki requires a language, that's 

English.  ** Requerer / Exigir  

requirement /rɪˈkwaɪə.mənt/ noun.  Deficit heard anything, 

needs.   
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*A good degree is a minimum requirement for many jobs.

   ** Requisito  

 

research/rɪˈsɜːtʃ/ noun.  Detailed study of 

a subject in order to discover new information. *They 

are doing research into the effects of passive smoking.

 ** Investigação  

researcher /rɪˈsɜːtʃər/noun. Someone whose job is to study 

a subject carefully, especially in order to discover new 

information or understand the subject better. *There were 

many researchers at the seminar. ** Investigador  

resolve/rɪˈzɒlv/ verb. To solve or end 

a problem or difficulty. *Have you resolved 

the problem of transport yet? ** Resolver  

resource /rɪˈzɔːs/noun.  Something that a country, person, 

or organisation has that they can use. *It is very 

important to provide sufficient resources to provide the 

most possible space for preschool science and 

mathematics activities. ** Recurso  

responsibility /rɪˌspɒnsəˈbɪləti/ noun. Something that it 

is your job or duty to deal with. *Children can be given 

responsibilities such as growing plants, collecting toys.

 **Responsabilidade 

result /rɪˈzʌlt/ noun.  Something that happens or exists 

because something else has happened. *As  a result of the 
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experiment, the egg floated in salt water.

 **Resultado 

review /rɪˈvjuː/noun. The process of considering something 

again in order to make changes to it *a review 

of teachers' pay ** Revisão  

revision /rɪˈvɪʒən/ noun.  A change to something to make 

it more accurate. *We want to study before taking a test.

 ** Revisão 

reward/rɪˈwɔːd/verb. To give a person, company, or 

organisation money or other advantages because they 

have been successful: * There'll be a reward for 

whoever finishes first.  ** Recompensa   

rhythm/ˈrɪðəm/noun. Regular, repeating pattern of 

sound. * You need a sense of rhythm to be a good dancer.

 **Ritmo  

rise /raɪz/ verb.  To increase in level. *Prices rose 

by 10 percent.  ** Levantar / Subir  

rule/ruːl/ noun.  One of a set of explicit or understood 

regulations or principles governing conduct within a 

particular activity or sphere. *It's an unwritten rule that 

you must be on time. ** Regra  

S 
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safe /seɪf/ adjective.

 Not dangerous or likely to cause harm. *The school 

is the safest place for kids after home. ** Segura 

sampling /ˈsɑːmplɪŋ/ noun. The taking of a sample or 

samples. *I was not afraid of the blood sampling at all.

 **Recolha  (de amostra ) 

school /skuːl/ noun. A place where children go to be 

educated. *Which school do you go to? There are 7 

preschool teachers in this project.  ** Escola  

science/saɪəns/noun. The study and knowledge of 

the structure and behaviour of natural things in 

an organised way. * Our project is based on teaching 

science and Maths in early childhood.  ** Ciência  

science and technology  /ˈsaɪ.əns ænd 

tekˈnɒl.ə.dʒi/noun. A term of art used to encompass the 

relationship between science and technology. *I am 

buying two books about science and technology. 

** Ciência e tecnologia  

science fiction /ˌsaɪəns ˈfɪk.ʃən/ noun. Books, films, or 

cartoons about an imagined future, especially about 

space travel or other planets. *My husband and I like 

watching science fiction movies. ** Ficção científica  

scientific /ˌsaɪənˈtɪfɪk/ adjective.  Relating to science, or 

using the organised methods of science. *We do 

scientific experiments/research. **Científico   
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scientist /ˈsaɪəntɪst/ noun. Someone who studies science or 

works in science. *Maria Manuel Mota is a scientist who won 

the Pessoa award .   ** Cientista  

search /sɜːtʃ/ verb. To try to find someone or something. 

*I've searched my bedroom but I can't find my watch.

 ** Pesquisar / Procurar 

season /ˈsiː.zən/noun.  One of the four periods of the 

year; spring, summer, autumn, or winter. *How long does 

the dry/hurricane/monsoon season last? ** Estação 

secondary school /ˈsek.ən.dri skuːl/  noun .  

A school for students aged between 11 and 18. *He is 

going to secondary school . ** Escola Secundária  

section /ˈsekʃən/ noun.  One of the parts that 

something is divided into. *The business section of a 

newspaper. ** Secção  

self-centred /ˌselfˈsentəd/adjective. Interested only in 

yourself. *Children aged 5-6 years are self-centred.  

** Egocêntrico  

self-confident /ˌselfˈkɒnfidənt/ adjective. Feeling sure 

about yourself and your abilities . *Confident children are 

happy and successful . **Autoconfiante    
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self-control/self kənˈtrəʊl/noun.  

The ability to control your emotions and actions although 

you are very angry, upset, etc. *Reward and 

punishment are two tools that prevent the child from 

developing self-control. ** Autocontrolo 

self-deception /ˌself.dɪˈsep.ʃən/ noun.  The act of hiding 

the truth from yourself. *His claim to be an important and 

unjustly neglected painter is sheer self-deception - he's no 

good at all.** Autodeceção   

self-discipline /ˌselfˈdɪsɪplɪn/noun.  The ability to make 

yourself do things that you do not want to do.

 *Montessori says: a prepared environment allows 

children self-discipline. ** Autodisciplina   

self-evaluation /self   ˌvæljuˈeɪʃən/noun.  

A judgement made by an employee about their own work, 

abilities, etc., or the process of doing this. *Self-evaluation is 

the same as self-assessment.** Autoavaliação  

sensitive/ˈsensɪtɪv/adjective.  

Able to understand what people are feeling and deal wit

h them in a way that does not upset them. *We should set 

an example for children to be sensitive to the environment.

 ** Sensível  

shape /ʃeɪp/ noun.  Format.  *Clay can 

be moulded into almost any shape. **Forma 
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shape /ʃeɪp/ verb.   To influence the way that 

something develops. *Education shapes learners' 

behaviour. ** Modelar   

share/ʃeər/verb. to have or use something at the same time 

as someone else. **Partilhar  

sharing  /ʃeər/noun. A part of something that has 

been divided between several people We ought to 

make sure that everyone gets equal shares of the food.

 ** Partilha  

sibling /ˈsɪblɪŋ/ noun. A sister or brother.  *The younger 

children were badly treated by older siblings. **Irmão ou 

irmã 

significant /sɪɡˈnɪfɪkənt/adjective.   Important or 

noticeable. *These measures will save a significant 

amount of money. ** Significante  

similarity /ˌsɪmɪˈlærəti/ noun. The state of 

being similar, or a way in which people or things are similar.  

*The similarities are as important as differences. *He bears a 

striking similarity to his grandfather. ** Semelhança  

  

skill/skɪl/noun.                   An ability to do 

an activity or job well, especially because you have 

practised it: *You must learn the basic skills.** Habilidade / 

Competência / Aptidão 
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slump /slʌmp/ verb. If a price, value, or amount 

slumps, it goes down suddenly. *Sales have slumped by 

50%.      ** Cair /Descer  

social /ˈsəʊʃəl/  adjective. Relating to society and the 

way people live.  *Social and political changes are very 

important to respect. ** Social  

social science /ˌsəʊ.ʃəl ˈsaɪəns/ noun. 

 The study of society and the way people live; the subjects 

connected with this, for example history, economics, etc.  

*He is taking social science. ** Ciências sociais  

socratic questioning /sɒkˈræt.ɪk ˈkwes.tʃə.nɪŋ/ noun.

 Socratic questioning is disciplined questioning that 

can be used to pursue thought in many directions and for 

many purposes, including: to explore complex ideas, to get 

to the truth of things, to open up issues and problems, to 

uncover assumptions, to analyse concepts, to distinguish 

what we know from what we don’t know, and to follow out 

logical implications of thought. ** Questionamento 

socrático     

software /ˈsɒftweər/noun. Programs that you use to make a 

computer do different things. *educational software.

    

solve /sɒlv/ verb. To find the answer to something. *I want 

to solve my language problem. ** Resolver  
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specific /spəˈsɪfɪk/adjective. Used to refer to 

a particular thing and not something general. *Every 

child has special abilities. ** Específico  

specify /ˈspesɪfaɪ/ verb.   To say or describe 

something in a detailed way. [ + question word ] *They 

didn't specify what colour they wanted.  ** Especificar  

staff /stɑːf/ noun.  The people who work for an organisation. 

*Our school has a staff of over 20 employees. ** 

Funcionários  

stage /steɪdʒ/noun.  A period of development, or a 

particular time in a process. *Our project, in its final 

stages, has different activities such as Science Fest in 

Toroslar.   ** Fase 

stale/steɪl/ adjective. Not fresh.  

*The bread/biscuits/cake had gone stale. ** Expirado/ 

Passou de validade   

state (the problem) /steɪt/ verb.  To say or write 

something, especially clearly and carefully.

 *Our warranty clearly states the limits of our liability.

 ** Declarar  

story /ˈstɔːri/ noun. A description of 

a series of real or imaginary events which is intended to 

entertain people. *She reads stories to the children every 

night. ** História   
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storytelling /ˈstɔː.riˌtel.ɪŋ/ noun.  The activity of writing, 

telling, or reading stories: *The celebration will include 

dance, song, and storytelling. The film combines skilful 

storytelling with striking visuals.  **Narrativa  

strategy /ˈstrætədʒi/ noun. A plan of action or policy 

designed to achieve a major or overall aim.

 *Orienteering games require strategy creation and 

quick decision making. ** Estratégia  

strong sense critical thinker /strɒŋ sens ˈkrɪtɪkəl 

ˈθɪŋkər/adjective+noun. Person who can make sensible 

decisions in difficult moments *On the other hand, if a 

modern thinker wishes to have a more open mind, then 

why not be a student of more than one subject? 

** Forte senso crítico pensador   

structure /ˈstrʌktʃər/ noun. The way that parts of something 

are arranged or put together. *"cell structure, grammatical 

structure" ** Estrutura  

structured course /ˈstrʌktʃərıd  kɔːs/ noun.  To arrange 

something in an organised way: a series of lessons about a 

particular subject.  *We are here for a structured course; we 

have already planned it. **Curso estruturado  

stubbornness /ˈstʌbənnes/ noun. Determined not to 

change your ideas, plans, etc, although other people want 

you to. *His stubbornness is unbearable. ** Teimosia  
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subject  /ˈsʌb.dʒekt/noun. In the experiments, which 

examined the responses will reveal the face of certain 

stimuli, it observed live.   

*Our subject for discussion is homelessness. ** Assunto 

subjective /səbˈdʒektɪv/ adjective. Influenced by 

someone's beliefs or feelings, instead of facts.  *His/her 

writing is very subjective ** Subjetivo  

succeed /səkˈsiːd/verb.     To achieve what you 

are trying to achieve. *To succeed in a game is an 

inner motivation for the child. ** Ter sucesso  

sufficient /səˈfɪʃənt/ adjective. As much as is necessary. 

*Allocating sufficient time to children is very important for 

their development. ** Suficiente  

suggest /səˈdʒest/verb. To express an idea or plan for 

someone to consider. *He suggested having 

the meeting at his house. ** Sugerir 

summarise /ˈsʌməraɪz/ verb. To describe briefly the main 

facts or ideas of something. *Let's summarise the day, 

we learned steps of critical thinking. ** Resumir 

summary  /ˈsʌm.ər.i/ noun. A short, clear description that 

gives the main facts or ideas about something. *At 

the end of the news, they often give you a summary 

of the main stories.  ** Sumário  
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support /səˈpɔːt/verb.  To agree with an idea, group, 

or person. *Students' abilities should be supported. ** 

Suportar / Fundamentada 

survey /ˈsɜːveɪ/ noun. 

An examination of opinions, behaviour, etc., made 

by asking people questions.  *The survey is only 

concerned with women of childbearing age.  ** 

Pesquisa  

survival /səˈvaɪvəl/ noun. The fact of continuing to live or 

exist, especially after a difficult or dangerous situation.

 *Flood victims had to fight for survival. 

** Sobrevivência  

system/ˈsɪstəm/noun. A set 

of connected pieces of equipment that operate together

. *The space system is very complex.  **Sistema 
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Bloom's Taxonomy  

 

T 

take over /teɪk ˈəʊvər/ verb. To get control of 

or responsibility for something. *Today, technology 

addiction takes over children to the screen. ** Assumir 

(o controlo) 

tale /teɪl/ noun. A story, especially one that is not true or 

is difficult to believe. *The teacher tells the tale to children.     

** Conto    

talent /ˈtælənt/ noun. Natural aptitude or skill. *He 

possesses more talent than any other student. ** Talento  
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tangible /ˈtændʒəbl/ adjective. Something that is 

tangible is real and can be seen, touched, or measured.

 *Love is not tangible. **Palpável / Tangível 

target  /ˈtɑː.ɡɪt/ noun. An object shot at 

during shooting practice, often a circle with a pattern of 

rings, or any object or place at which bullets, bombs, etc. 

are aimed. *I had four shots but I didn't even hit the target.  

** Alvo  

task /tɑːsk/noun. 

A piece of work, especially something unpleasant or diffic

ult. *I have many tasks to complete. ** Tarefa 

taste /teɪst/ noun. The flavour of 

a particular food in your mouth. *It's 

got quite a strong taste. ** gosto (sabor)  

teach /tiːtʃ/ verb.  To give someone knowledge or to train 

someone; to instruct. *She teaches Turkish to foreign 

students. ** Ensinar  

teaching/ˈtiː.tʃɪŋ: /noun. the job of being a teacher. ** 

Ensino  

teamwork /ˈtiːmwɜːk/ noun. The combined action of a 

group of people, especially when effective and efficient.

 *My group has a good sense of teamwork.

 **Trabalho de equipa 

temporarily /ˈtem.pər.er.əl.i/ /ˈtem.prər.əl.i/adverb . In a 

way that does not last for long or for ever. *This office 
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is closed temporarily for redecoration. ** 

Temporariamente  

tend /tend/ verb. To often do a particular thing or 

be likely to do a particular thing. *I tend 

to wear dark colours. ** Tender  

term /tɜːm/ noun.  A word or phrase that is used to refer to 

a particular thing, especially in a technical or scientific 

subject. *We have worked on this dictionary for 

technical terms in teaching Science and Maths for more 

than 6 months.              ** Termo  

theory /ˈθɪəri/ noun.  A supposition or a system of ideas 

intended to explain something, especially one based on 

general principles independent of the thing to be 

explained. *The problem is that it's a lot harder to put 

the theory into practice. **Teoria  

therefore /ˈðeəfɔːr/ adverb. For that reason. *The region has 

suffered severe flooding and tourists are therefore advised 

not to travel there.  ** Portanto    

think /θɪŋk/ verb.   To have an opinion about something or 

someone. *I think I got lower than the exam. ** Pensar  

thought /θɔːt/ noun. An idea or opinion. *Do you 

have any thoughts about/on where 

you want to spend Christmas? ** Pensamento 
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through /θruː/  preposition. From one end or side of 

something to the other. *The sun was shining through the 

window. ** Através de .. 

tongue twister /tʌŋ ˈtwɪstər/noun.  A phrase or 

sentence that is difficult to say quickly because it has many 

similar sounds in it.  *The tongue twisters are very difficult, 

but it's a lot of fun.  ** Trava língua   

tool /tuːl/ noun.  Something that helps you to do 

a particular activity. *I prepared tools appropriate to the 

colour experiment. ** Ferramenta  

tolerate /ˈtɒl.ər.eɪt/  verb.  

To accept behaviour and beliefs that are different from 

your own, although you might not agree with 

or approve of them. *Do not tolerate lying! ** Tolerar  

topic /ˈtɒpɪk/ noun. A subject that you talk or write about.  

*Today, our topic is critical thinking. ** Tópico  

touch /tʌtʃ/ verb.  To put your hand on something. * 

Children learn by touch. ** Tocar  

traditional /trəˈdɪʃənəl/  adjective. 

Following the customs or ways of behaving that 

have continued in a group of people or society for 

a long time. *It was a traditional ceremony.** Tradicional  

train //treɪn//verb. to prepare someone or yourself for a job, 

activity, or sport, by learning skills and/for by mental or 

physical exercise *He trained as a pilot. **Treinar   
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training /ˈtreɪ.nɪŋ/ noun.  

The process of learning the skills you need to do 

a particular job or activity. *New staff have/receive a 

week's training in how to use the system. **Formação  

traits of mind /treɪt/ noun. A quality, good or bad, in 

someone's character, especially in their mind. *We must 

learn 8 traits of mind such as confidence, courage, 

commitment, control…** Traços da mente   

Traits of the disciplined mind  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transdisciplinary/ˌtrænz.dɪs.əˈplɪn.ər.i/adjective. involving 

or relating to two or more different areas of study.* The 

lesson plane is transdisciplinary ** Transdisciplinar  
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travel /ˈtrævəl/ verb. To make a journey.  

* I spent a year travelling around Asia. ** Viajar  

trend/trend/noun. A general development or change in a 

situation. ** Tendência 

truth /truːθ/ noun. The quality or state of being true.

 *There is some truth in the old saying that there is a 

small child in each of us only waiting to get out to play.

 ** Verdade  

 

U 

ubiquitous /juːˈbɪkwɪtəs/ adjective. Seeming to be in 

all places.  *The ubiquitous security cameras.   ** Ubíquo 

uncritical person /aʌˈkrɪtɪkəl pɜːsən/ adjective.  Who are 

not expressing criticism or using one's critical faculties. 

*He uncritically accepts lunatic ideas and believes almost 

anything. ** Pessoa acrítica  

unique /juːˈniːk/ adjective. Different from everyone 

and everything else.  *Everyone's fingerprints are 

unique. **Único  

unit /ˈjuːnɪt/ noun. A group of people who 

are responsible for a particular part of an organisation.

 *an anti-terrorist unit  ** Unidade  
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useful /ˈjuːsfəl/ adjective.  Helping you to do or achieve 

something.  *You should keep that paint - it might come in 

useful. ** Útil 

V 

vague /veɪɡ/ adjective.  Of uncertain, indefinite, or unclear 

character or meaning. *She is characteristically vague on 

a number of crucial narrative occasions. ** Vago  

validate /ˈvælɪdeɪt/verb.  To prove that something is true. 

*We must validate the tickets before we get on the metro.

 ** Validar 

value/ˈvæl.juː/ noun. The importance or worth of 

something for someone. *Our project has great value for 

GEMS(Great Exploration in Maths and Science.)  ** 

Valor  

variable/ˈveəriəbl/ adjective. Changing often. 

*The sound quality on the recording is variable. ** Variável   

variety /vəˈraɪəti/ noun.   Many different types of 

things or people. *The teacher draws the attention of the 

students in a variety of ways. ** Variedade  

various/ˈveəriəs/ adjective. Many different things. *They 

have offices in various parts of the country. ** Vários  

verbal /ˈvɜːbəl/ noun. Spoken and not written. *a 

verbal promise ** Verbal  
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version/ˈvɜːʃən/ noun. One form of something that is 

slightly different to other forms of the same thing. *I saw the 

original version of the film. ** Versão  

vision /ˈvɪʒən/ noun.   An idea or image in your mind of 

what something could be like in the future.  * a vision 

of a better society. ** Visão  

visual /ˈvɪʒuəl/ adjective.   Relating to seeing. *We the 

teachers must be ready to create visual and audio-visual 

materials for learners. ** Visual  

visualise/ˈvɪʒ.u.əl.aɪz/verb. Once people become aware 

of how they react, they can develop positive habits 

through visualisation. ** Visualizar 

vital/ˈvaɪ.təl/ adjective. 

Necessary for the success or continued existence of 

something; extremely important. *A strong opposition is 

vital to a healthy democracy. ** Vital  

vocation  /vəʊˈkeɪʃən/ noun.  A strong feeling that you 

are right for a particular type of work, or a job that gives 

you this feeling. *He knew that teaching was 

his true vocation. ** Vocação  

vocational school /vəʊˈkeɪʃənəl/ noun.  A school where 

students learn skills that involve working with their hands. 

*He is going to vocational school where he can study ICT.

 **Escola Profissional 
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W 

want/wɒnt/ verb. To hope to have or do something, or 

to wish for something. *The boy that I want to marry has got 

a big company in Porto.   ** Querer  

water /ˈwɔːtər/ noun. The clear liquid that falls from 

the sky as rain and that is in seas, lakes, and rivers.  *Do 

please drink 5 bottles of water. ** Água  

weakness /ˈwiːknəs/noun.   The state of not 

being strong or powerful. *My weakness is just to believe 

anyone. ** Fraqueza  

wish /wɪʃ/ noun.   What you want to do or what 

you want to happen. *I have no 

wish to travel the world. ** Desejo  

wonder /ˈwʌndər/ verb. To want to know something or 

to try to understand the reason for something.  *I wonder 

why I am here. Just thinking about myself.

 **Perguntar-se  

work   /wɜːk/ verb.  To do something. *I work in an office.  

 ** Trabalhar  

workforce /ˈwɜːk.fɔːs/ noun.  The group of people who work 

in a company, industry , etc.    *The majority of factories in 
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the region have a workforce of 50 to 100 (people).** Mão 

de obra  

world view /wɜːld   vjuː/ noun.  A way of thinking about 

the world. *Everyone has his/her own world view. ** 

Visão do mundo  

worldwide /ˌwɜːldˈwaɪd/ adjective. In all parts of the world.

 *10 million copies have been sold worldwide. ** 

Em todo o mundo  

write /raɪt/ verb.  To produce words, letters, or numbers on 

a surface using a pen or pencil. *She can't read or write.

 ** Escrever  

 

 

Suggestion  
Improve your language skills and the knowledge about the 

topics you are going to study: 

• https://www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk/ThinkingClassr

oom/SkillsBasedLearning.aspx 

• https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-

resources/engaging-students/collaborative-

learning 

• https://philmckinney.com/innovation-classroom-

education-needs-innovative/ 

https://www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk/ThinkingClassroom/SkillsBasedLearning.aspx
https://www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk/ThinkingClassroom/SkillsBasedLearning.aspx
https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-resources/engaging-students/collaborative-learning
https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-resources/engaging-students/collaborative-learning
https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-resources/engaging-students/collaborative-learning
https://philmckinney.com/innovation-classroom-education-needs-innovative/
https://philmckinney.com/innovation-classroom-education-needs-innovative/
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• http://www.teachwithdesign.com/dbl 

• https://www.teacheracademy.eu/course/the-four-

cs/ 

• http://www.simplek12.com/learning-theories-

strategies/4cs-21st-century-skills/ 

• Problem based learning: 

https://www.ejpbl.org/journal/view.php?number=3

0 

• https://www.primroseschools.com/schools/napervill

e-crossings/news-item/understanding-steam-in-the-

preschool-classroom/ 

• https://www.thingstoshareandremember.com/stea

m-based-learning-in-preschool/ 

• https://education.cu-

portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/examples-

of-differentiated-instruction/ 

 

Sources: 
1- https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english

-portuguese 

2- https://www.uvic.ca/hr/manager-

support/performance-coaching/competency-

model/index.php 

http://www.teachwithdesign.com/dbl
https://www.teacheracademy.eu/course/the-four-cs/
https://www.teacheracademy.eu/course/the-four-cs/
http://www.simplek12.com/learning-theories-strategies/4cs-21st-century-skills/
http://www.simplek12.com/learning-theories-strategies/4cs-21st-century-skills/
https://www.ejpbl.org/journal/view.php?number=30
https://www.ejpbl.org/journal/view.php?number=30
https://www.primroseschools.com/schools/naperville-crossings/news-item/understanding-steam-in-the-preschool-classroom/
https://www.primroseschools.com/schools/naperville-crossings/news-item/understanding-steam-in-the-preschool-classroom/
https://www.primroseschools.com/schools/naperville-crossings/news-item/understanding-steam-in-the-preschool-classroom/
https://www.thingstoshareandremember.com/steam-based-learning-in-preschool/
https://www.thingstoshareandremember.com/steam-based-learning-in-preschool/
https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/examples-of-differentiated-instruction/
https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/examples-of-differentiated-instruction/
https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/examples-of-differentiated-instruction/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english-portuguese
https://www.uvic.ca/hr/manager-support/performance-coaching/competency-model/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/hr/manager-support/performance-coaching/competency-model/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/hr/manager-support/performance-coaching/competency-model/index.php
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3- https://www.researchgate.net/publication/2745259

07_Teaching_mathematics_and_science_in_early_

childhood_Prospective_kindergarten_and_primary_

school_teachers'_beliefs/download 

4- http://elmscourse.org/instructor_guides/Session%20

1_Instructor%20Guide.pdf 

5- http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/103011/c

hapters/What-Is-Integrated-

Curriculum%C2%A2.aspx 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274525907_Teaching_mathematics_and_science_in_early_childhood_Prospective_kindergarten_and_primary_school_teachers'_beliefs/download
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274525907_Teaching_mathematics_and_science_in_early_childhood_Prospective_kindergarten_and_primary_school_teachers'_beliefs/download
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274525907_Teaching_mathematics_and_science_in_early_childhood_Prospective_kindergarten_and_primary_school_teachers'_beliefs/download
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274525907_Teaching_mathematics_and_science_in_early_childhood_Prospective_kindergarten_and_primary_school_teachers'_beliefs/download
http://elmscourse.org/instructor_guides/Session%201_Instructor%20Guide.pdf
http://elmscourse.org/instructor_guides/Session%201_Instructor%20Guide.pdf
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/103011/chapters/What-Is-Integrated-Curriculum%C2%A2.aspx
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/103011/chapters/What-Is-Integrated-Curriculum%C2%A2.aspx
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/103011/chapters/What-Is-Integrated-Curriculum%C2%A2.aspx
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